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ABSTRACT 
This thesis deals with some recent experiments conducted with 
low-temperature seeded plasmas at atmospheric pressure. A simple 
arc jet was uWlzed to heat a steady flow of argon gas which was sub-
sequently mixed with a small amoWlt of potassium vapor. The result-
ing m ixture was then channeled through a suitable electrode configura-
tion. 
Results of the experiments indicated two modes of steady, 
stable current conduction between the electrodes. The data indicated 
that thermionic emission was sufficient to provide the observed cur-
rents during both modes of operation. In the first, or normal, mode, 
the effect of gas phase phenomena predominated in fixing the current. 
Under certain conditions, a transition to 8. second mode of 
operation occurred • . In this mode, the current was found to be ther-
mionically limited. and thUG was determined solely by electrode surface 
effects. A quantitative comparison between the observed voltage-
current characteristics and two current conduction theories is pre-
sented. 
The aforementioned comparison,. along with a. quantitative ex-
amination of the experimentally observed elevated electron tempera-
tures, indicated that both Joule heating and some non-equilibrium 
process must be considered in order to obtain a satisfactory under-
standing of the current conduction phenomena. 
Electrode heat transfer was studied by observing variation of the 
electrode temperatures with magnitude and polarity of. the current. 
Analysis of the data indicated that an important heat transfer mechan-
ism was the penetration of the surface work function barrier as elec-
trons entered or left tlle surface. 
SUIVJlv1ARY 
r ...... hls thesis cle s crihes Cl.i.'l,d discUSDOO some euKigerin;e~nts COD-
ducted ,vith low- ten.pes.-ature, seeded plaomas. The objectives of these 
cX'periments wel'O: (1) the study of the r:.echa."1isrn of curre:l~ conduction 
in oeeded plasmas; (2) the investigation 01: electrode surface phenomena 
in the presence of the aforementioned plasmas ; and (3) the determination 
of the effect of current conductlon on the electlt'ode heat tra.:-lsfor rates. 
A simple arc jet was utilized t o heat a main flow of argon gas. 
This main flow was mixed with a sInall, secondary flO'w ol: argon which 
had been passed tIl):ough a potassium bollel', and tIme! contained a 1 .... 'lowl1 
concontration of potassium. 1-\£ter the- fluxed £low passed throu.::h an 
" cquilibl'ation" chaxnber, the resulting seedod plasma was ductefl 
through an a;~piDoflllDiate elech"ode test section. 
At the cntrance to the test secti on. thc plasma. pressuro was 
r'laintainecl at one atmosphere, with a total r.1USS £low of app~Doximately 
2. 5 gramc/ooc. The plaoma temperatul'c was varied between 1400°;:.;: 
and 25000 g:, and tbe potasoium sGed concellh'ation ,vas sct between the 
li:nHs 0 - 1. 3 :nole pel' cent, which produced an electron density 011 
the order of l l !~ per cm3 undcr nor,-:nal _opczating cOllditions • 
. A coe.xici electrode comiguration waG omploycd ill m o st of the 
c>:pe l"iments to insure that the cu rront condudion occurred through the 
plasma rather than alOllg spul"ious shortillg paUlS which may he devel-
oped on the insulato .. surfaces of other electrode geomet rics. Two 
other electrodc syste:!'no \"Ie1'0 also utllized L"1. some of the tes ts; thcy 
wel'C de signat0d l,y geometry as "doublc· ,,'h'e" and "a,::-;ial" tost s0ctlone. 
The characteristic a..'<ial and radial dh'nenGlioml of the electrode t0St 
section Vlore on t-l-}c order of Olle cC!l~iKmetel· I DUl'illG the cou~"se of the 
experlments. da.ta were taken to determine the following quantities: 
gas enthalpy, potaseium .eed fractioa.electrode voltage, current. and 
temperature. 
Results of the experlments indicated two modes of steady. 
stable current CDIlduction. In the first or "normal" mode, the effect of 
gas phase phenomena predominated in the determination o£ the current 
magnitude. Under certain conditions, a transition to a second mode of 
operation occurred. The experlmental data indicated that electron 
emission from the cathode was by the thermionic proceu in both modes 
of operation. In the second mode. the current was found to be ther. 
mionlcally limited, and thus was determined solely by electrode surface ~ 
effects. 
With operation in the normal mode, a voltage • current charac· 
terlstic was obtained in which dv/d! steadily decreased with increasing 
current until a smallllmitlng value was reached. The effects observed 
when the electrode surface area and the pota.eslum seed concentration 
were changed. and the fact that values of the measured and theoretical 
conductivity agree approximately for emaU currents. indicate that the 
voltage - current characteristics of the normal mode are dominated by 
gas phase phenomena. 
Two theorles were considered with the purpose of explaining the 
curvature of these voltage - current characteristics. The first theory 
assumes the conductivity to be a function of the local gas temperature, 
and thus attrlbutes the varying slope of the V·l curve to ordinary Joule 
heating. The second theory is that of non.equUibrlum conduction (due 
to Ke rrebrock). In this theory, the conductivity is a function of the 
current deMit}" and this is purported to be the dominant factor in 
determinlng the V-I characteristic. A qU8Jltitative comparison be-
tween the two theories and the experimental rellUlta indicatee that both 
Joule heating and some non-equUibrium procese must be taken into ac-
count to explain the high conductivity values and the elevated electron 
temperature which were observed. 
During the transition from the normal mode to the current 
llmited mode, a decrease in the current and an inc):'ease in the elec-
trode voltage were always observed. A physical mechanism for this 
transition is proposed and discussed. One of the basic aasumptions i s 
that the maximum nOl·mal mode current obtained just prior to traneitlon 
is the thermloNc:ally emitted current. Any additional increase in the 
electrode voltage then appears as an increased potential drop across 
the cathode sheath. The emitted electrons are accelerated by the sheath 
potential and then the1:malized near the cathode surface by coUleions 
with gas atoms. Heat transfer from the the.rmallzation region back to 
the electrode produces an increase in the electrode temperature. The 
increase in electrode temperature produces a. decrease in the fractional 
coverage of adsorbed potasslum ·atoms on the electrode surface, and 
this in turn causes tIle large decrease in current observed at t1:ansltlon. 
The variation of n01:mal mode current at transition with seed fraction 
and electrode surface area was. found to be in agreement with previous 
work on electron emission from metals wlth surface adsorption of al-
kali metals. 
In the second mode of current conduction, the V-I curve had a 
vertical slope, indicating a thermlonically limited current. The mag-
nitude of the current in tIlis mode indicated that the electrode surface 
was still appreciably coa.ted wlth potassium. As was expected. increas-
lng the seed fraction in this ease produced an increase 1n the therml-
onically limited current, and a simple experiment In which the elec-
trode surfa.ce area. was decreased produced a linearly prOS'Qrtlonal 
decrease in the total current. 
Electrode heat t;:anst'er was stt\dted by observlns variation of 
the electrode temperatures with magnitude and polarity of the current. 
With electrons being emitted from the center electrode, the electrode 
temperature tended to steadlly deCl'sase with increasing current (nor-
mal mode condUction). With the polarity reverslld, the electrode tem-
perature rapidly increased with the current. With the test section of 
these experiments, the cooling was chle£ly by radiation. and thus a 
comparatively small change in electrode temperature was indicative of 
a large chauge in electrode heat transfer. Analyses of the data indi-
cated that. an important heat transfer mecf~sm was the penetratiOll of 
the surface work {unction barrier as electrons entel'ed or left the aur-
face. 'fhis effect wa$ Bufftclent to cool the electrode in the case men-
tioned above, even though Joule heating in the boundary layer, free 
stream, and in the electrode ltself all were contributing toward ralsing 
the electrode temperatul·e. 
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L INTR.ODUCTION 
In recent years, .. number of devices have been p~oposed 
whlch utU1ae the interactioc of e1ectl'om&gDetlc forces with lID iOllized 
guo A DUmber of theae devices are concerned with ODe of two prob-
lema: (1) a.ceeleratloc of the gaa with a view to producing a propulslve 
thl'Wlt, and (Z) the dlreet conversion of thermal energy to an electrical 
form. One of the chlef applieations of these deviee. ia in the realm of 
lnterplanet&l'y spac:e mia.ions. The Simplest procedure .uggeats a 
system with two eleet1'odes between whlch an electric field ill applied. 
Perpendieular to the electric field, a. magnetic fleld 1. set up and the 
fluid 1. subjected to a body £o.rce in the direction of E x B . Depending 
.... 
upon the relative directiona of the flow velocity and E x B , thia deviee 
may act either ... lID accelerator or as an electrieal generator. Both 
of the aforeme:ntionsd applications require tha.t: the final appara.tue be 
eapable of operating for long periods of time, such as several months, 
01' even several years. 
In order tluU either of these d4v1ces operate efflelently, it is 
neeessa.ry that the gas have a high electrical conductivity. Since the 
gases proposed for use in such devices are usually products of com-
bustion (of hydrocarbon air mixtures) or noble guee, It ia evident that 
very high wor~ temperatures are necessary to insure the degree o£ 
ionl~atlon required to achieve a high conductivity. Such high tempera-
tures are often incompa:tlble with the long operaUocal lifetimes al80 
required. Thus, the fabricating materiels impose an upper limit to the 
operating temperatures of the proposed accelerators and/or genezoators. 
-2-
In order to reduce the gas teluperature and yet maintain an ade-
<!luate electrical co..'lductivUy, the gas i s often "seeded" by injecting a 
fJmail amO"UIlt of sOtne material .such ao cesiwn orpotassium. Such 
materials ionize readily at relatively low temperatures, and thus can 
be used to give high conductivity at te l"nperatures as low as ZOOOQK. 
However, in addition to changine· the propertiefJ of the bulk of the gas, 
cDnc1itions at the electrode surfaces a.re also affected sillce these ma-
terials tend to coat the elech"odcs. 
A large number of factors, both at the electrode surface and in 
the bulk of the gas, interact Simultaneously to complicate any analyses 
of such devices. The presence of potassium i.ll the (las causes a. cer-
tain fraction of th.e elech"ode surface to become coated with potasfJium. 
This usually hao the favorable effect of increaSing the electro11 cmis-
sion from the surface. In additicm, the ions produced at the surface, 
along with the ions in the free stroam., partially neutralize negative 
space charges, "jnch l"csults in larger electrode currento. 
In view of th~ cOl"Xlplexity of the general problem, a fJcl'ies of 
el{periment s wel'e conducted to study various surface and gao - phase 
processes which have impor tant influences on the pel'formance of gen-
erators Or accelerators using a seeded plasma as the working fluid. 
The problems investigated include CUl'rent conduction through the plas-
ma proper, SeVel"al surface phenocnena associated with the adoorption 
of potassium on the electrodes, the emission of currents fl'om hot 
electl'odes, and heat transfer l"ate s to the electrodes. The chief dif-
ficulty "Jhich arose here was the pl'ocess of. l)l"Operly interpreting the 
data and sortine out the various effects by viewing the behavior of 
several readUy- mcasured exporir:'lental quantities. 
n. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
A simple, steady-atate experiment was .et up to study some of 
the aioll'ementicmed eUects asaociated with c~rentclnduction aad 1I1U'-
face phenomeDa in a aeeded plasma.. The plasma ueed waa composed of 
a mixture of uger. gu land potassium vapor. and in order to .1mplUy 
the experiments, no magnetic £leld wae appUed. 
The plasma. ranged in temperature £rom app:roximate1y lZOOoK 
to Z'l'OOOK with a total static pressure 0( one atmosphere in all cases. 
Value. of the aeed cOll.centratlon, J;./n
a
, ;r~ged between zell'o and 
-2 t. 2 x 10 I~dthusI under typical operatblg cOQdltion. the electron 
density was on the order of 1014 elec~rons/cmPK 
A conventlona) arc Jet Wall ueed ~o heat ugOllo and pota.oslum 
seed material was InJected by pa88tng a small flow of argon through a 
bath of Uquid potaasium and mixing thil with the matD. heated all'gon 
stream. This rnlxtIttl.'l then passed through a. chambell' in which the flow 
equilibrated to a more or lesl unUonn, homogeneoua f1.uid. F1D.ally, 
the resulting "seeded plasma" passed thrOUihan appropriate test sec-
tion. A schematic cl1a.gram of the appAratus is depicted in Flg. 1, and 
a detailed description Is given in Appendix E. 
FlglU'es 2, 3, and 4 ahow lIevern! o£ the tellt .ections which 
were employed, fA the.e experiments. At 41'8i, a rec~u geometry 
shnllAr to tha.t o£ Ref. 1 was employed. This configuretlon consisted 01 
two rectangular .electrodes with lneulatlng side walls. However, the 
potaulum was able to dUfuse into the varioue thin jolnlng cracks and 
apparently iDto the huulating side walls, and thus produced ahorting 
paths tor the c~rentK In order to avoid th111 dl££lculty, the coaxial 
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electrode geometry Ulustrated in Fig. Z wa. devi.ed. In this conf!g-
uratio:n. the current ~ pa.ee through the plasma. and thus it Is as-
eured that the observed conduction ill through the gae rather than 
through eome combination of gas conduction and shorting path!). This 
electrode configuration was used in most of the teste, and unless 
otherwise stated, thie Is the type of test eection geometry which is 
under consideration. The "double wire" set-up (Fig. 3) was utUized 
to give a considerably different conduction geometry and thus provide 
some insight in separating the surface phenomena from effects in the 
bulk of the gas. Finally, the "axial" flow geometry (Fig. 4) provided a 
geometry in wHch the current paths were parallel to the gas flow ve-
locity. Such a situation proves more amenable to ma.thematical analy-
Ilia. UtUization of twin cathodes in the axial geometry with individual 
switching provided eorne very simple, yet very effective, methode for 
separating surface phenomena from gae phase phenomena. 
A special argon heating syetem was installed for u.e with con-
ductivity maxima experiments. The total e8condary argon flow which 
ordinarUy pas.ad through the potassium pot was divided into two parts. 
Depending upon the amount of seeding material deeired, a given flow 
rate of argon was directed through the pot. The remainder of the argon 
was paseed through a heating coil which wae malntained at the "arne 
temperature 8.e the potaulum pot. This method permitted a fixed valus 
for the secondary argon flow independent of the seed concentration and 
thie resulted in a constant plasma temperature at the mixe.r extt. 
The phyeical measurements which were obtained during the test 
runs included the following; voltage and current paesing through the 
arc jet, temperature rise in the arc-jet cooUng water, argon flow 
rates, test section voltage, current and electrode temperatures. 
Table I lists the magnitudes of some of the operating parameters of 
the complete system. 
TABLE I 
Arc Jet and Test Section Operating Conditions 
Parameter 
Main argon flow rate 
P otassium pot argon now rate 
Potassium flow rate 
Voltage 
Current 
Arc power 
Mean argon temperature 
Argon pressure 
Potassium pressure 
Potassium pot temperature 
Mean flow velocity 
Mach number 
Wall temperature 
Electrode temperature 
Mean flow stay time 
Electron-electron equUlbration 
time 
Arc Jet 
2..2.3 g/sBc 
-
60 - 90 volts 
30 - 120 amps 
2..7 - 8.0 kw 
12.00 .. 27000 K 
1 atm 
• o (400 ips) 
o (0. 1) 
° 330 - 700 c: 
-
-3 o (1. 2.X 10 sec) 
-10 o (10 eec) 
(continued) 
Test Section' 
2. 2.3 gf sec 
0- 0.5 gleec 
o - 0.03 gleec 
o - + 24 volts 
0- !. 50 amps 
1 atm 
O-.013atm 
475 .. 51.OoC 
o (400 ips) 
o (0. 1) 
750 - 11000 C 
1000 .. 25000 C 
0(10- 4 sec) 
-10 o (10 sec) 
Electron-neutral equUibration 
time 
Electrode drift time (electrons) 
Viscous Reynolds number 
(L !!:' 1 em) 
-10. 
-6 0 (10 sec) 
-
* . 
"0" implies "on the order of", 
-6 o (10 sec) 
-6 10 sec 
-11-
m. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A complete selection of typical experimental results is com-
pUed in this section for ease of reference and to provide an overall 
picture of the vadous phenomena observed during the investigation. 
The data wUl be presented here unaccompanied by any attempt at ex-
planation. and discussion of the impUcations of these results will follow 
in subsequent sections. 
A. General Characteristics of the Observed Phenomena 
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show typical voltage-current data ob-
tained from the coaxial, double wire, and a.xia.l geometries as indicated 
on the graphs. Two different modes of operation were found to ellist 
for steady current conduction and are indicated in these figures. As 
indicated in Fig. 5, these two modes will be referred to as the normal 
mode and the current limited mode. An unstable transition phenomeaon 
was found to occur temporarUy when the test section passed from One 
mode of operation to the other. 
In the normal mode-, the current is a monotonic function of the 
applied vOltage. As the applied voltage is increased, the current in-
creases slowly at first and then more rapidly as larger voltages are 
reached. At high currents, the V-I curves have rather small slopes, 
and in some cases are almost flat (see Fig. 5). With the center elec-
trode operating as the anode (reversed pOlarity), the curves have the 
same general features,and the shapes of the positive and negative 
branches of the V-I eharacteristic are quite simUar. Transition to the 
second mode of operation produces a condition in which the current Is 
substantially independent of the applied vOltage. 
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Figures 9 and 10 indicate the change in center electrode tem-
perature for bOtll the normal mode and the current limited mode. With 
positive voltages the center electrode temperature decreases sUghtly 
with increasing current,and then may increase again 308 the maximum 
normal mode current is reached. Upon transition to the current llmlted 
mode, the electrode temperature increases by a large a,plount (up to 
~ ~gK-~ .• 1I-<- + 
700°C in some cases). With reversed polarity, the electrode tempera-
ture continuously increases with increas ing current. At sufficiently 
high reversed currents, the wire temperature may even exceed the 
initial bulk temperature of the gas. 
In the following presentation. the details of the experimental re-
sults will be considered separately fOr the two aforementioned moden of 
operation. Before prcceeding to thelle considerations, brief mention 
will be m ade of some qualitative vieual observationll made during 
normal and abnormal operating conditions. 
Villual observation of the norm al mode revealed a reddish glow 
in the reglon of expected current conduction through the plasma. As 
the current was increased, the intenSity of. this glow also increased. 
However,as transition occurred, the glow suddenly vanished. In the 
current limited mode, the glow was not observed for any values of. the 
voltage and /or current. 
On a number of occasions, during the tranllition proceslI, a layer 
of surface material (presumably adsorbed potassium) was seen to "peel 
off" in a spiral fallhion beginning at the leading tlp of the electrode and 
continUing in the downlltream direction. (The arc jet heater provides a 
large initial swirl velocity to the £low which m ay be sustalned through 
the mixing chanlber and t ellt sectlons. ) 
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Figure 10. Center Electrode Temperature Versus Electrode Curre nt 
(Coaxial Geometry}. 
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The a.forementioned vi8ual observation8 occurred under normal 
te8t conditions. Data from 8uch run8 was reduced and evaluated. The 
following conunent8 refer to te8t runs which were considered abnormal. 
Data taken under 8uch condition. was not reproduclble and thUll was 
discarded. 
When either electrode was operated at sufficiently low tempera-
tures, an arc formed across the boundary layer. This arc formation 
occurred m ore often on the cathode than on the anode. The arc ter-
minated a short distance from the electrode surface, and the conduction 
through the bulk of the ga8 appeared to be similar to normal operating 
conditions. 
Another phenomenon similar to the arc formation in the bound-
ary layer was also observed. At low currents, several 8mall bright 
spots appeared on the cathode. Each spot was surrounded by a local 
reddish glow, and this gave the impresBion that the current was being 
conducted chiefly from these local spots (approximately 0.05 inches in 
diameter). As the current was increased, the sbe of these bright spots 
increased and eventually merged to completely cover the surface. 
Very erratic voltage-current data was taken when the "bright spot" 
phenomenon occurred. 
Yet another strange effect was observed on .everal occasione. 
Under certain conditione, the electrode was found to be comparatively 
cool up to the downstream edge of the test section. At this position. 
the electrode temperature suddenly increased, and the electrode was 
surrounded by a very thin band (1/8 Inch long) of bright gas. The red-
dish glow emanating from the band indicated that m ost of the current 
-20-
was being emitted from the region of the cathode directly under the 
aforementicmed "bright band". 
B. Normal Mode Phenomena 
Under normal mode operatlon. the external resistance of the 
electric circuit was varied, and the resulting test section voltages and 
currenta were recorded. It was foWld that the electrode voltage 
changed from zero to about.± 6 - 16 volts while the current ranged up-
ward from zero to.± 50 amps. 
Due to the current limitations of the external circuitry, cur-
rents larger than 30 amps were allowed to £low for periods no longer 
than several seconds. The maximum currents obtained with .080" 
diameter center electrodes resulted in maximum current densities of 
approximately 80 amp/em].. However, with an electrode. 020" in 
diameter, it was possible to obtain maximum current densities in ex-
cess of 230 amp /cm 2• 
The recorded measurements of the electrode voltage and cur-
rent indicated mean values upon which small random signals were 
superimposed. In almost all runs the maximum amplitude of the -ran-
dom component was only a few percent of the mean value. Data from 
test runs having larger £luctuations were not reduced. 
1. Effect of gas temperature. - Figure 11 indicates the effect of 
varying the bulk gas tempera.ture on the observed voltage-current 
characteristics. It is noted that the curves possess the same general 
features for the different gas temperatures. However, the curves are 
displaced upward by reducing the pla.sma temperature and are Simul-
taneously changed slightly in shape. A stronger bend in the character-
(/)
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istic results again a.s the temperature is reduced. 
The effect of varying gas temperature on the electrode tem-· 
perature mea.surements is shown in Fig. lZ. Data is shown only for 
the positive polarity case in which the center electrode serves as the 
cathode. It is noted that the curves are not only displaced as expected, 
but are also radically changed in shape as the gas temperature changes. 
2. Seed concentration tests. - F igures 13, 14, and 15 show tIle 
results of varying the seed concentration £01' the coaxial, double wire, 
and axial geometries. respectively. It is interesting to note that the 
three geometries give essentially the same result (within the experi-
mental scatter) £01' the optimum value of ~/na ( ~ o. 003). Changing 
the inner electrode diameter from. 040" to • 080" did not affect the 
location o£ the resistance minimum in any regular way. 
With the coaxial geometry, the shape of the resistance curve 1s 
much less curved £01' the case of the center electrode being positive. 
However, the location of the minima is not noticeably affected. 
A special by-pass flow system was installed in which the gas 
temperature of the argon was m aintained at a constant value whlie the 
mole ratio n,./na was varied (see Appendix E). F igure 16 shows 
that the conductivity m axima observed with this constant temperature 
set-up is in agreement with the results of the aforementioned experi-
ments. As expected, the shape of the curve for n. In greater than 
--it a 
the optimum value is less strongly dependent upon n,./n
a
• 
In all, the re were sixteen tests performed at temperatures 
00 · 
ranging from 1200 K to 2500 K with the purpose of finding the optS-
raum seed concentration. 'fhe average value of all tests was n,./na '" 
0.0032, with a variation from 0.002 to 0.0049. 
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3. Effects of electrode geometry. - The general shape 01. the V-I 
curves obtained with the three different test section geometrles was the 
sarne In aU three cases. The transition phenomenon was noted with all 
three geometries. 
A sUght 4Werence In the zero current intercept was £ound for 
the -double wire geometry as compared to the other two geometries. 
With the double wire set-up, a zero volts - zero amps intercept was 
obtained. Wltll the axial and coaxial arrangements, a negative voltage 
of approxlmately one volt was measured at zerO current. 
Besides investigatlng the effect 01. s12;o, shape, and location of 
the electrodes as mentioned above, tlle effect of varying the electron-
emitting area was lnvestigated In the following manner. A simple ex-
periment was performed witIl tIle axial geometry in which two "center 
electrodes" could be lndividually switched into tIle circuit (see Fig. 4). 
With the system In the normal m ode and botIl electrodes initially con-
ducting, one of the electrodes was open circuited; the total current 
decreased by less than 5 per cent. Alternating the two electrodes Into 
and out of the circuit produced identical results; i. e., a slight reduc-
tion In the cUl'rent witll one electrode as compared with the case of two 
electrodes conducting. Approxlmately the same pel'centage decrease 
- In the current was observed at Z. 5, 6, and 12 amps. With normal 
polarity (center electl'odes as cathodes), a brief transition period 
(about one second) followed the opening or closing of tlle switches. With 
reversed polarity the transition time was extremely fast (a small frac-
tion of a second). 
4. , Addition of dUuent gases. • The effect of adding foreign gases 
-29-
on the voltage-current characteristic Is seen in Figs. 17 and 18. It is 
noted that small mole fractiOJUl of nitrogen radically change the shape 
and poaltion of the curves. However. holtum. even in large amounts. 
haa little eHect other than slightly displacing the curves. 
5. Efi'ectof impurities. - In some 01. the earlier test runs. the 
hot arc-jet gases came in contact with toflon insulators. Inspection of 
the inllulatore alter a run indicated a relatively largll amOWJt of teflon 
(- 1/3 cm31 had been vaporizlId. The sHeet of the entrained teflon is 
readily lIeen in the upper curve of F ig. 8. In comparing the two curves 
of Fig. 8. it should be noted that the effective length of the conduction 
region of Run 5-11-1 was one inch. while for Run 1-3/3-1 the length 
Wall one and one half inches. The most striking dillerence obtatned be-
tween runs with and without teflon contamlnation was the voltage ob-
tained with maximum external resistance. i. e •• at mlnlmum current. 
As strikingly indicated by Fig. 8. this voltage was up to 5 times larger 
in the case of cont.aminatlon. In other runs with smaller amounts of 
contamination. the voltage-current characteristics would diller greatly 
at low currents « 20 amps) and then approach each other rather closely 
at the higher currents. This trend ls seen with the addition of nitrogen 
fn Fig. 17. 
During some runs. the amount of the teflon contamination ap-
peared to vary in a quasi-periodic fashion. With all parameters fixed. 
the voltage and current were observed to oscillate slowly (- 1/3 cps) 
between two curves such as given in Fig. 8. When such osclUatlng 
phenomena we re observed and the resulting V-I curves plotted. it was 
found that the lcr.ver envelope of the experimental points agreed quite 
26
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well with V-I data taken under sbnUar cODdltions in which there was 
no teflon contamin.at1on. 
With the detection of the presence of impurities in the plasma. 
the question arises a. to the reliabUity of the data and it. l'eproducl-
bUity. An indication of the reprodueibUlty of the data ie given in Fig. 
19 in which tllreeruns are depicted. The runs were made under identi-
cal operating conditions on three separate days. Special care was 
taken to eliro!nate impuritiee in the aforementioned runs. 
6. Gae temperature measurements. - In addition to recording 
the above-mentioned data during normal mode operation, a direct 
measurement of variation of the gae temperature was made during 
eeveral runs. Tids wae accompllahed by using a eodlum line reversal 
optical technique. Figures 20 and 21 depict the results of sodium line 
reversal temperature meaeuremente plotted against the electrode volt-
age and the electrode current. The data in Fig. 20 wlUi obtained with 
the sodium line revel'sa1 image positioned ae shown in Fig. 2. Figlll'e 
21 was talten with the axial electrode conflgul'ation. The position of 
the SLR lamp image and the cente:r electrode are as depicted in Fig. 4. 
In order to check the effect of the small viewing ports on the measured 
SLR temperatures, a test with no central electrode was conducted. In 
this test, the temperature was measured through the four porte and 
then with the entire l:mage in the free jet and located adjacent to the 
outer edg., of the teet .ection. Identical temperatures were recorded 
in the three porte farthest downstream and in the free jet leaving the 
test section. The viewing port fartheet 1,1pstream read a value about 
IS00C lower. ThlB wae found to be due to an unavoidable misaligAmeDt 
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of the optical syetem when utUizlng thie port. Thus.c:mly the tempera-
tures from the second port were taken. 
An experiment related to proper Interpretatlca of the SLR tem-
perature measurements was performed. Small amounts of nitrogen ~d 
hellum were added to the flow with the electrodes open circuited. The 
variation of the measured SLR temperatures.along with the computed 
temperature decreases caused by the dUuente. are deplcted in Figs. Z2. 
and 2.3. Tbe " overshoot" in the temperature with nitrogen addition is 
especially intereeting. 
Figure Z4 presents the meaeured SLIt temperaturee plotted 
a gainet the dietance from the jet axle tor the case of zero test section 
current. 
7. Electrode temperature meaeurementS. - A series of typical 
electl'ode tem~lDatulDK variations with electrode current have been pre-
viously shown in Figs. 9. 10. ~d 12. These aforementioned tempera-
ture. were measured at a distance appl'oxlmately 1/4" from the leadlng 
Up of the center electrode. The date. plotted in these Ulustratlons are 
from the same test rune as depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 as indicated. It ta 
interesting to note UlAt the electrode was continuously cooled to lower 
temperatures In Run 2.2-S-1 (positive polarity) even though the current 
was increased to 2.S amps. Contruting this with the large temperature 
Increase with reversed polarity indicates a strong asymmetry between 
anode ~d cathode hellot transfer rates. In reducing the temperature 
values from the optical pyrometer readings. the emissivity data of pure 
tungsten was employed. This procedure was experimentally checked by 
first measuring electrode tempel'aturee in a pure argon atmosphere and 
subsequently adding the potaeslum seed and again recording the 
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temperature. Estimates of the errol' introduced by th18 procedure 
indicated the value to be no more thaD about SOC. which i. within the 
experimental scatter 01 the optical pyrometer measurements. 
Figure 25 presents the temperatures of both the lea.dlng tip and 
the position along the wire conespondlng to the downstream edge of 
the outer electrode •. In this partlcu1a.r case, a "reversed" temperature 
gradient was obtained prior to transition to the current Umited mode. 
With the electrodes OPeratlng in the current Umited mode, a reversed 
temperature gradient alOng the center was always observed. This ls 
noted in the points suitably designated in Fig. 25. Upon retun:ling to the 
normal mode of current conduction, the temperature gra.dlent returned 
to normal (tlp of electrode hotter than downstream portion). 
C. Transition P henomena 
A qualitative description of the transition phenomena has been 
previOWlly given. It was found quantitatively that the maximum normal 
mode current which occurred just prior to transitlon increa.ed m~ 
tonically with increasing seed concentratlon, 1.8 ahown in Fig. 26. The 
large difference between the two curves shown in this last figure is in-
dicatlve of the general results obtained in many tests of thls type. It 
wall found that the general trend was consistent between different elec-
trodes and dtffe r ent runs. However, the magnitude of the &foremen-
tloned maximum current was apparently dependent upon the electrode 
surface ageing process and thermal history. 
Transition to the current limited mode could be preCipitated 
from normal operating conditlons merely by reducing the potassium 
concentratloo. A return to the normal mode could then be accompUshed 
by sufficiently increasing the seed fraction. A typical varlatlon in the 
jP, 
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10 II 
current caueed by thb large variation in r;,./na i. given in Figure 1.7. 
Reduction of the cathode .uriace e"rea was another means of 
inducing transition to the current lbnited mode. Thi. effect wa. ob-
served in the aforementioned .witching experiment.. In one partlcular 
set of such experiments. about 1.0 amps was being conducted by ·the two 
electrodes in the normal mode. Switching one electrode out resulted in 
the remaining electrode pusing into the current llmited mode, and the 
current thus was reduced to approximately half the initial value. Thi. 
behavior was observed whenever the two cathode. were conducting a 
current close to the magnitude of the maximum normal mode current. 
D. Current Limited Mode Phenomena 
1. Effect of electrode geometry and surface area. - Transition to 
a current limited mode wu found toOCCIU' with all thl'ee electrode 
geometries. However, the magnitudes of the currents were different 
for each of the three geometries, even though the inltlal gas properties 
may have been the lIame. It .hould be noted here that the effective 
cathode emitting area was dU{erent for each of the three above-
mentioned conflglU'atlone. 
The effect of changing the emitting eur£ace area durlng operation 
in the current limited mode was accomplished by mean. of the switch-
ing experiment as described previously and depleted in Fig. 4. With 
the electrodes lnltlally operating in the current llmlted mode, open 
circuiting ClQe electrode resulted In a 50 per cent (+ 5 per cent) de-
crease in the total current. This effect waa independent o.f which elec. 
t~ode maintained the current. Alternate switching of the electrQ<ie. pro-
duced the eame 50 per cent reduction in the total current. 
-44-
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Figure 27. Electrode Current Versus Potassium Seed Fraction. 
2. Effect of seed concentration and Impurltie.. - The magnitude 
of the cur:rent obtained in this limited mode was dependent upon the 
seed fraction of potaseium as depicted b1 Fig. 28. pimult~oualyI the 
cathode temperature varied with seed concentration as .shoWD. in Fig. 
29. It 1s noted that the wlre is hotter near the downstream end of the 
test section than at the tip. 
The addition of hellum and nitrogen did not affect the ml\.gn1tude 
of the currents b1 this mode U aU othe:r parameters were held constant. 
Similarly, the eHect of teflon contamination had no iIIfluence on the 
current. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Potential Distribution in the Plasma 
Before interpreting the results of voltage-current measure-
ments in any plasma experiment. it is necessary to ascertain the rela-
tive magnitudes of the voltage drops across the gaseous conductor and 
those across gas-surface sheaths. In addltion. in the particular ex-
perimental set-up employed here, there exists the possibility of appre-
ciable voltage drops across comparatively cool gas boundary layers. 
Large voltage drops across either surface sheaths or boundary layers 
would result in gross errors in computing conductivities directly from 
voltage-current ratios. 
It is the purpose of this section to discuss the problem of sur-
face sheaths. The effects of voltage drops across thermal boundary 
layers will be considered separately for the various conduction theories 
in a later section. 
If thermionic emisaion from the potassium-coated tungsten is 
greater than the current, then the sheath potentials should be on the 
order of itT • In contrast, with arc-1U<e emiasion, the sheath voltage 
w 
drops should be on the order of the ionization potential of the gas or 
surface material, which amounts to several volts in the present ex-
periments. The general shape of the experimental voltage-current 
curves, and especially the low voltage observed at the zero current 
intercept. indicate that the sheath voltages are small. 'rhis suggests 
that thermionic emission may be adequate to account for the observed 
current densities. 
- 49-
The magnitude of the thermionic CLU'l'ent e,'nitted by a hot sur-
01< 
face is given by the Richardson- Dushrnan equation. 
J '" 
2 - q,/kT AT e w 
w 
(1) 
In the case of a vacuum diode, thi s is the magnitude of the maximu..'TI 
current which rnay be drawn if the applied potential is maintained suf-
ficiently low. At higher applied voltages, the Schottky effect becomes 
important, and the current continues to increase slightly with the ap-
plied voltage. 
In the present experiments, all parameters in Eq. 1 can bo 
easily determined except the parameter ~F I which is the work function 
of the emitting surface. This pa1'amete1' ie extremely sensitive to 
surface conditions and i s very strongly affected by the presence o£ ad-
sorbed layers. Umortunately, not much is l:nown quantitatively con-
cerning tho effects on the value of ,j> of a layer or layers of potassium 
on a tungsten surface . Fortunately, though, a great deal o£ work has 
been carried out by L,angmui r , ~K (2) with cesium layers adsorbed 
on tungsten, and at this p oint, it is of iut(l1'est to review some of his 
results. 
For the purposes at hand, the pertinent m aterial from Lang-
muir 's work is summarized in Fig. 30, (2) III this figure, the nmnber 
of electrons emitted per unit time per unit sUl,"face area (\I ) is plotted 
e 
against the reciprocal of the 'sul"face temperature. The lines indica.ted 
as di£fel'ent values o£!) refer to loci along which the fractional cover-
1.1, 
a.ge of the surface by adSOl'bed ceeium is a. constant. In pal1:iculal', the 
• Symbols are defined in Appendix A, pa.ge 114. 
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line with an. 0 glves the emission from a bare tungsten surface. As 
a larger fraction of tM surface is coated wit.lJ. the cesium, the effective 
work functiQn changes from that of pure tungsten to the value elCpected 
for pure cesium. 
The various values of \.I
a 
refer to the rate at which cesium 
atom. strike the surface per unit time per unit area. . It is readUy seen 
that if T is held cQnstant, then increasing iJ
a 
results In an increased 
fractional coverage (a ) and a. larger emission current, \I • How-
n e 
ever, 1£ u
a 
is held constant and the temperature is increased, the 
emission current actually decreases over a wide range of en values. 
20 . Extrapolation of the data-in Fig. 30 to values of !I
a
" 10 ,which 
were encountered in these experiments, indicated that currents com-
pa.rable to those observed experimentally could b$ obtained. 
At present, no data for electrQn emission from potassium-
coated tungsten is avaUable in the range of parameters for the experi-
ll1ents described here. However, extrapolatiQn of KUUan's(3) data by 
five orders of magnitude indicates current densities of at least 10 
. 2 
amps/em are possible. The shape of the potassium-tungsten curves 
is similar to the cesiull1-tungsten case. However, the line of maximum 
emission in the former situatiOn nearly coincides with the en = 0.4 Ible 
in Fig. 30. Bec.ause of the immensity of the aforementiClllled extrapola-
tion, it is quite possible that a large error exists in the estimated value 
of the emlllsiQn current. 
In additiCllll to the above es:t1ll1ations concerning the magnitude of 
the thermionic emission current, several other factors also lend sup-
port to the idea of small thermionic-eheath potentials for the case of 
the normal mode. 
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In the previously mentioned switching test, the reduction of the 
emitting area by a £actor of two required only about O. 1 volt increase 
to maintain the same current (normal mode case). THe result was ob-
ta1ned at both high and low currents. As this resulted In doubling the 
current density in the sheath, it 1s evident that sheath voltage drops 
must either be small in comparison with the potential drop across the 
bulk of the plaam a, or very inaeZUlltive to current density. J1 this lat-
ter s ituation were the ca.e, the normal mode V-I curves would in-
Cl"e a Se very steeply at low currents until a critical voltage were obtained 
and then break over s harply into a curve with the voltage essentially 
independent of the current. However, examination of the voltage ·-
current characteristics indicates a smooth, gradual, continuous rise 
from zero current. Thus, this observation, along with the insenaitivity 
of the V-I curve to the emitting surface area a.t low currents, also lend. 
support to the idea of small sheat.'l potentials. 
The strong dependence of the normal mode voltage-current 
characteristics on the bulk gas temperature, the seed frac1:ion. and the 
presence of impurities co:n£irms the dominance of gas phase phenomena 
in the normal mode . Of particular note in this regard Is the obs erved 
optimum value of the aeed concentration which is predicted by gas 
kinetic considerations. 
F inally, additional evidence is obtained by comparing the two 
branches of the voltage-current characteristic. Examination of the 
characteristics for the normal mode shows that the curves £01' both 
polarities are roughly similar in an approximate sense. With normal 
polarity, the electrons are emitted from a relatively hot (1200 _ 1700oC) 
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tungsten wire having a small area (0. 91 cm'\ In the case of reversed 
polarity, the current was emitted from a comparatively cool (900 -
13000 C) stalnlellS steel electrode havina a large area (4. Z3 cm2). The 
cathode sheaths would thus be expected to differ considerably for the 
two polarities. If most of the potential drop was acr-oss the wall 
sheaths, then a very strong dissymmetry would be anticipated in the 
V-I curves for the two polarities. This conjecture does not agree with 
the aforementioned eimUarity of the two branches of the voltage-
cur-rent characteristics. 
At this point. it might be argued that the conduction. phenomenon 
ls really an arc procese. Because of the presence of pota8Bium in the 
gas, the arc would be referred to ae a "gas arc" in the nomenclature of 
Coblne(4). In this type of are, the dominant phenomena are deter-
mined by gas effects and are relatively insensitive to cathode and anode 
material surface condition and surface temperature. However. the 
previously mentioned experimental observation of arc formation near 
the surface of cold electrodes and its absence for hot electrodes is an 
additional point supporting thermionic emission. The diffuse nature 01. 
the obeerved current conduction also Bupports this contention. 
Thus, in view of the several considerations above. the inter-
pretation of nonnal mode data wUl Msume the potential to drop across 
the gaseous conductor, whUe the sheath potentials wUl be neglected in 
general. UntU further experiments indicate othel:'Wise. it will be as-
sumed that thermionic emission is sufficient to provide the observed 
current!! in the normal mode of conduction. 
At this point. an objection may be raised concerning the magni-
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tude of the open circuit voltage observed in theae experiments. :F'l'om 
a study of thermionic emission-it is readUy seen that the net current 
due to thermionic e n"lission may be reduced to zero with sheath poten-
tials of a few k1' 
v'/ This amounts to a. sheaU, potential of a few tenths 
of a volt, and thus cannot account for the observed voltaGcs v-hich are 
on the order of a volt. 
Chapman and Cowling(5) show that vlhen a temperature gradient 
ey..ist!J in a gan, and no current is conducted, a potential gradient m.ust 
s i multalleously exist. This is a gas ei'fect which occurs ill the bulk 
of the gas, anu is dependent only upon gao properties and the tempe l'a-
ture gradient in the gas. ·With the double wire geometry, the net ef-
fective ten"lpe:1.'ature Cl' adient was zero, and as anticipated, the open 
circuit voltage was precisely zero. The lal.'ge temperature diffet'ence 
between the L'wo electrodes·in the coa:d.al case produced a significant 
net temperatm:e gradient in the gas. In order to obtain quantitative in-
formation from Chapm.an and Cowling' s equations, tho values of the 
ordinary diffusion co,lincient, and especially the thermal diffusion co-
efficient, n"lust be known. Unfortunately, tins data i s not currently 
available for the plasmas utilized in this set of experiments. UntU this 
data become s ;?vailable , it will be assumed that this effect of the gas 
teTnperatUl'e gradient will be sufficient to account for the observed open 
circuit voltages . 
The ahovo al'cuments hold 101' the normal ,node. Inasn"lueh as 
the currents ill the current limited ITlode at'e smaller and the electrode 
temperatures higher, it is certainly possible that emission in this case 
is by a ;;''wrl11.ionic proo098. In fact, the lac1~ of dependence of current 
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on the voltage suggests that the curl'ent is the thel'mlonically limited 
cunent. This hypothesis is suppo:rted ;'y the data. obtal,ned in the 
electl'ode switching experiments which indicate that the curl'ent is di-
rectly pl'oporilonal to the electrode surface area, and by other experi-
ments which indicate that it is independent of such gros8 properties of 
the gas as temperature and impurity level. The increase in current 
obtalned when seed concentration 1s increased is in good qualitative 
agl'eement with this hypothesis, and the resulu of Langmuir sum-
marized in Fig. 30. 
The fact that thermionic emission provides the . electrons in the 
current limited mode does not necessarily mean that the sheath poten-
tials are small for this case. As seen in Fig. 5, the dlfference be-
tween the voltages in the normal and current limited modes for the 
- . 
lIame current indicates that a voltage on the order of 10 volts may 
exist across the cathode sheath in the steady, CUl"l'ent limited mode. 
In conclusion, the view adopted hel'e will be one to assume that 
thermionic emiSSion is sufficient to account fol' the observed CUl'l'entlJ 
in all modes of operation. In the normal mode, the cil'cuit current is 
always less than or equal to the thermionic limited value, and sheath 
potentials al'e of the order of one kT ,. In the current limited calle, 
w 
circuit current is equal to the thermionic limited value, and sheath po-
tentiale are on the order of 10 volts. 
B. Effect of Gas Phase Phenomena 
As explained in the preceding section, the experimental evi-
dence provldes a strong argument for interpreting the normal mode 
voltage-current characteristics solely in tel'ms of gas phase etfects. 
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In this section. the data wUl be analyzed from this viewpoint, and coo-
c1usioos will be drawn coocernlng the cODductivity of the gaseous 
ph.a.se. Before attempting to explain the non-linear features of the ob-
served V-I curves, consideratioo wUl be given to some of the experi-
m ental efi'ects which may be more readUy explained in a sim ple 
manner. 
The first point in the dlscusslon will be an explanation of the 
obserwd maximum in conductivity with varying seed concentration. 
Values of the cOl,ductivity calculated at low currents will then be com-
pared with values computed from the classical theory. 
In order to account for the shapes of the vQ).tage-current char-
acteristics, two current conduction theories will be presented and com-
pared with experimental results. The first theory is based on the 
classical equUibrium approach, and relles on the effect of Joule hea.ting 
of the gas to explain the observed phenomena. The second theory is 
often referred to as a "non-equUlbrlum" theory in that it incorpol"ates 
an electron tempel"ature which is elevated above the gas tempel"atul"e. 
This s ection wUl then conclude with a dlscusslon of the relative m erits 
of the two theories. 
1. Dependence of the gas conductivity on the seed fraction. -
In the limit of small currents in the gas, it is permissible to assume 
that the conductivity may be a.ccurately computed by perturbation 
techniques such as e m ployed in Ref. 5. Figure 31 presents the results 
of computing the condUctivity according to the fQ).lowlng l"elations: 
1 
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QQ = 0.7 x 10- 16 cm 2 
Q k = 250 x 10-
16 cm 2 
ni/nQ = 0.0040 
1M~i-______ ~ ________ ~ ________ ~ ________ L-______ ~ 
1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 
GAS TEMPERATURE, oK 
Figure 31. EquilibrimYl Conductivity Versus Gas Temperature. 
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where the effect of the electron-atom collision. (close encounters) is 
given by 
ere. E. == 
1 
, 
and electron-ion collisions are accounted for by evaluating the 
term (Spitzer conductivity(6» • 
a - 1 2 
sp - • 0176 ne to 
ZkT 3/2 1 (m) log A 
where 
log[t.] ,. 
(3) 
a 
sp 
(4) 
(S) 
Over most of the temperature range utilized in these e:xper!.ments. the 
contribution of the 0 term may be neglected. The required value of 
sp 
the electron concentra.tion is obtained from the SallA equation: 
3 (1 
2 = ( 4Ir m e )3/Z --Z-
n (n.
t 
- ne) f!e3/Z e ee 
e 3hZ 1 (6) 
It is now possible to find the optimum value of the seed concentration 
t;,; for the case of constant temperature T a' F or very small degree. 
of ionization. (ne,'" -vnk' and substituting this relation into Eq. 3, it 
1s seen that 
Then 
So l 
at;,; T '" 
a 
and it follows directly that 
• 
a 0 , (7) 
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~ 
na 
opt 
(8) 
for the condition that the conductivity be a maximum. Ftgure 32 gives 
the variation of 0 with ~ for the particula.r values of cross sections 
stated there. A reascma.ble estimate of the val~ of ~ Ina I opt i s 
-14 2 -17 2 (7) 
• 00Z8, based on Qk '" Z.5 x 10 em and On. " 7 x 10 cm. 
This is to be compared with the average experimental value of O. 003. 
In view of the great degree of uncertainty in the value of the cross sec-
tions under the low temperature conditione of these experiments, this 
may be considered very good agreement. 
The values o£ the cross sections used in the above estimate were 
obtained by averaging over a Maxwell velocity distribution and are the 
avaJIable data. (Other 'Values of Q
a 
and nf~ have been reported, and 
they give values o£ the crose section ratio varying from O. 0007 to O. OZl 
cf. Refs. 8 and 9. I 
The experimental scatter in the optimum seed value may be due 
in part to the strong variation of the cross section for argon with elec-
tron energy. since the temperature range of these experiments lies in 
the "RlUnsauer portion" of the 0 a vs. energy curve. In fact, the trend 
given by the location of the conductivity maxima with bulk gas tempera-
ture indicates a mln1ma in the argon cross section. The location of this 
minima in Oil. is not accurately known because of the dl££iculttes in 
performing scattering experiments at low electron energies. However, 
the curve quoted in Ref. 10 seems to be qualitatively in accord with the 
experimentel variation of n. In I t with T • 
• ~ a op a 
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PRESSURE = I ATMOSPHERE 
TEMPERATURE = 2000° K 
Q = 1.2 x 10- 16 cm 2 a 
Q = 410 x 10-16 cm2 
a 
OL-__ -L ____ ~ __ -L ____ L_ __ ~ ____ L_ __ ~ ____ L_ __ ~ __ ~ 
o 2 3 4 5 9 10 
SEED FRACTION. 
Figure 32. Equilibrium Conductivity Versus Potassium Seed Fraction. 
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The relation ~/na I opt '" Qa/Qk was derived with the assump-
tion of constant gas te=perature. In the early experiments, becauee of 
the variation of the total mau flow with seed concentration. the retn-
perature decreased with increasing seed concentra.tion. However, the 
effect of this tetnperature variation was quite small, as more recent 
seed optimization tests perforrned at constant gas tetnperature agreed 
quite well with the earUer data. (See Figs. 13 and 16.) The sharper 
conductivity maxima observed with the variable tetnperature set-up is 
anticlpated,becauee the increase in total cross section i. augtnented by 
the decreasing temperature in the process of reducing cr aiter the 
maxltnum value has been obtained. 
Another factor which muet be conside1'ed in the interpretation 
of the seed optimization experiments Is the effect of the sheath poten-
tials (V.,). In the teets, the quantity Veo = Vg + Vs is treasured rather 
than the potential drop acrou the gaseoue conductor (V g). As R
ext 
had a large fixed value during the tests, the current did not vary more 
than 10 per cent, and thue V s may be considered as a constant. 
The experimental curves determine the condition 
(Vg+Vsl} 
a ( , 
= --Ua:~:-- = o. (9) 
But from the circuit equations, I = R:::: E~:ffF , (10) 
which resultll in 
V 
1 + V /v } 
b Ii 
(11) 
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In these experiments Va was less than a volt. while Vb was approxi-
mately 24 volts. Thus. the dUierence between a(Ve/I) la~ and 
e(V gil) ffF~ ill a negligible quantity for the conditions of the above 
experiments. 
In a number of the seed optimization experiments. sodium was 
also present in the potassium pot and thus was entrained in the sec-
ondary argon flow. It is then necessary to investigate the effect of 
sodium on the conduction properties of the plasma. The ionization po-
tentials of sodium and potassium are 5. 14 eV and 4.34 eV. respectively. 
For the small degree of ionization present in these experiments. the 
ratio of ionized sodium atoms to ionized potassium atoms should be on 
the order of e -6<j>/kT ,. e -0.80/0.2,. e -4,. 0.18. This indicates that 
the potassium ill the only source of electrons which needs to be con-
. 0 
sidered. At the working temperature of the potassium pot (52.0 C). 
the vapor pressures of sodium and potassium are approximately 8 and 
60 m m Hg. respecilvely. Thus. the ratio ~a/~ is 8/60. In as-
sessing the .. elative effect on the conductivity. a comparison of nKOK 
and ~anka 
sections are: 
must be made. From Ref. 8. the appropriate cross 
-16 2 -16 2 0 Na = 350 x 10 cm and OK '" 410 x 10 em. and 
there results the ratio ~alka/nhnh 0;' o. 11.. Thus. a decrease on 
the order of 10 per cent in the value of the conductivity would be ex-
pected with the introduction of sodium into the potallllium pot. In view 
of the magnitude of other experimental errors. this correction will be 
neglected here. 
2. Low current conductivity. - As will be shown later in this 
section, at low current densities the non-equilibrium conduction effects 
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become leas important. Thus. it la appropriate to compare the experi-
mental conductivity values obtained at low current. with the values com-
puted by the equilibrium model. However, at low currents and tbus low 
voltages. the eHects of sheath potentials become relatively more Im-
portant. In order to circumvent this difficulty. values of V II were 
computed for V ~ 2 volts. and the resulting data were extrapolated to 
zero current. - These extrapolated values of VII were then utUlzed in 
computing the conductivity values given below in T&ble n and compared 
witb corresponding theoretical values. 
TABLE n 
Com;earlaon of Conductivity at Low CUrrents 
with b~uilibrium qheo~ 
Run Ta ~/na olexp • °theor}: 
22-5-1 25000 K .0032 0. 36 mho/em 1.16 mho/cm 
9-5-3 2360 .0032 0.14 0.68 
25-1-3 2210 .0041 0.10 0.35 
8-2/3-1 1780 .0041 0.057 0.016 
• Based on Q .; 0.7 x 10-16 2 -16 2 cm , Ok = 250 x 10 em 
a 
The results ehown in Table n indicate that computed values of 
o are three to four times the experimental values, with the exception 
of tbe low temperature (1780oK) run. In view of the uncertainties in 
cros s sections and gas properties. the disagreement between theoretical 
and experimental values i. not unexpected. 
The non-equUibriumtheory discuElsed later in this section pre-
dicts an increasingly stronger eHect on c at low current densities as 
the gas temperature is reduced. Thus the fact that the experimental 
conductivity exceeds the computed conductivity may be attributed. at 
least in part. to the eHects of non-equUihrium conduction. 
3. Interpretation of. non-linear voltage current curves. - Ex-
amination of the V-I curves (Figs. 5. 6. 7. and 8) reveals a decreasing 
slope with increasing current. Assuming th.at the major portion of. the 
applied voltage h dropped across the bulk of the gas. the decreasing 
slope may be interpreted as an increase in the conductivity with an in-
crease in the current. The validity of the above assumption has been 
examined previously in the section concerning the potential distribution 
in the plasma. A brief description of two simplified theories of current 
conduction which predict the aforementioned conductivity behavior will 
now be presented. 
(a) EquUlbrlum theory of current conduction. - Inspection 
of Eqs. 3 and 6 indicate that the electron density.and thus the .conduc-
tivity. are strong functions of the gas temperature. This fact suggests 
that at least part of the apparent increase in conductivity observed with 
increasing current may be due to Joule heating of the gas as it flows 
through the test section. The maGnitude of. the eHect of Joule heating 
has been examined analytically by use of the following model • . 
The variation of gas conductivity with temperature is approxi-
mated by the relation 
r (T/ T -1) 
:: e 0 (IZ) 
where C1 0 is the conductivity of gas temperature To' and (] Is the 
conductivity at temperature T. (f) is a constant chosen to give a 
good fit of the equation with calculated values of conductivity over the 
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temperature range of interest. 
The coaxial geometry is analyzed under the assumptions that 
current flows radially and heats the gas; all of the Joule heating goes 
to increase the gas temperature locally, and thermal conduction effects 
are neglected. 
Consider an element of gas moving down the test duct. As it 
moves downetream, it is heated, and consequently the conductivity, and 
therefore the local current density. will also increase. The net effect 
is that as the total current passing between the electrodes increases, 
the voltage drop first increases linearly with current, but for larger 
currents increases more slowly and finaliy reaches an asymptotic 
value. 
A brief discussion of the procedures employed in computing a 
voltage-current characteristic based on the aforementioned conductivity 
variation is presented in Appendix B. The effect of gas boundary layers 
is considered there in an approximate manner,and the resulting compu-
tations are found to differ not too appreciably from the case where 
boundary layers are neglected. The theoretical curves shown below 
are thus based on the neglect of the effects of boundary layers. 
Figures 33 and 34 present a comparison of typical experimental 
runs and the corresponding theoretical curves based on the conditions of 
the actual test run. The agreement between the curves is qualitatively 
satis factory, except that the theoretical curves do not show the sharp 
break exhibited by the experimental values around 4 amps. TJjs fail-
ure of the theory is typical. In addition, the asymptotic voltages cal-
culated theoretically are usually too hIgh by a factor of 1.5 to Z. Al-
tllough some of these differences may be due to the elmplifying 
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assumptions made in the theory, it is clear that agreement with ex-
periments le not completely satisfactory. However, it is evident that 
simple equilibrium heating eHects are quite important for the range of 
currents, voltages, and gas enthalpy fluxes used in these experiment •• 
These eHects must be properly accounted for in any cotnplete theory. 
(b) Non-equilibrium theory of current conduction. - While 
at the California lnstitute of Technology, Dr. Jack L. Kerrebrock 
developed the theory of "non-equUibrium" current conduction in seeded 
plasmas(1). The problem coneidered is one in which a noble gas, such 
as argon. is "seeded" by injecting a readUy ionized material, such a.s 
an alkali metal, in a ratio of approximately one mole per cent E~/na "" 
0.01). In Ref. I, it is shown that under the flow conditions of these ex-
periments, the current conduction phenomena are determined by the 
degree of ionization of the . seed material and by elastic, electron-noble 
gas collisions. 
Qualitatively, the non-equilibrium conduction theory can be con-
sidered in the following manner. The electrons "fall" through the elec-
tric field and obtain energy from it. They then proceed to lose thb extra 
energy by means of relatively inefficient. elastic collisions. As a result, 
the mean energy of the electrons continues to increase untU the rate of 
energy loss, which 18 proportional to f! ,and the rate of energy gain 
e 
from the field are equalized. The result of the elevated electron tem-
perature is then to produce a greater degree of ionization, which in 
turn provides more conduction electrons, which increases the conduc-
tivity. A quantitative discussion of this current conduction theory will 
now be presented. 
As the electrons drift in the direction of the applied electric 
field. they gain an increment of energy of eE per unit dhtance. The 
amount of energy lost when an electron collides elastically with a sta-
tionary atom is given by 
2me ma 
AI! e :: Z ( e e} (1 - cos Xcm) • 
(me + rna) 
For a 900 deflection and m »m • 
a e 
2m 
AI! :::;: ~£ • 
e ma e 
(13) 
(14) 
When the atom is moving. however. the expression is more involved. 
and is usually expres$ed in the form 
lim 
Al!e = -...!.. (e - ea ) • (15) ma e 
where Ii is on the order of unity for noble gases. Ii is considered a 
parameter which must be determined from experimental data. Assuming 
that elastic colJeions are the only major source of energy loss from 
the electrons. the following energy balance relation must hold: 
de lim 
....,.;. = eE - --.! (e • t ). 
uS m a 
a 
(16) 
... 
where s is in the direction of. the E field. Using the definltions 
-... z J'" erE and er = e n 1m \J (Ref. 6). and solving for the asymptotic 
e e c 
case (d/ds '" 0) yields 
m 2 
1 + a ( J ) 
<Sea ene • (17) 
This last relation indicates that tho electron temperature varies with 
the square of the current density and inversely as the square of the 
electron density. Equation 17 will receive additional discussion with 
regard to experimental determination of the electron temperature. 
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Besides Eq. 17. Kerrebroek utilized two other basic relations in 
his theory. Ionization of the aeed atoms was assumed to be given by the 
ordlnal"Y Salla equation. but with the usual temperature replaced by the 
elevated electron temperature. 
(18 ) 
This use o£ the relation is justified by calculation of the pertinent elec-
tron -atom and electron-electron equUibration times. An elastic cen-
tral impact of two particles of equal mass produces an exchange of 
velocity and kinetic energy. Thus. electron.e will equUibrate them-
selves to a Maxwellian distribution in the time required £01' one elec-
tron-electron collision. Spitzel" gives an expression £01' the mean 
electron-electron collision time: (6) 
0.267 T 3/2 
e 
'I' e-e .. -n=-e-"I-:::o""g=-'Xr-- • (19) 
where log" is given by Eq. 5. For the conditions of these experi-
ments. 'r is on the order of 10- 10 sec. 
e-e 
An eatina te for the electron-a.tom equUlbratlon times can be 
obtained as follows. In a right-angle deflection, an electron loses an 
amount of energy DoCe - 2me/ma €e (Eq. 14). The number of such 
collisions per unit time is obtained from the relation A = lIn Q and 
a a 
the average velocity of the electron. 
-y 8kT ( - e v = _ 
e 1Tm
e 
(20) 
Using a constant mean value for Ii e-a' the electron-atom equUlbration 
time is found to be on the order of 
t '" e-a 
m 
a 
2me 
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lIZ 
'll'm 
e (Skf ) 
e 
1 
naQa (ZI) 
Assuming a constant, mean free path for the equilibration process 
yields 
t .. 
e-a • 
(ZZ) 
-s -6 In these experimenta, t
e
_
a 
1a on the order of. 10 to 10 seconds. 
The calculations show that the electrons equilibrate sufficiently rapidly 
with themselves that they may po .. e .. a Maxwellian velocity dl.tribu-
tion whUe stUl remaining at a temperature above that of the atoms. 
The very small CrOIB section of. the argon at these energies (the Ram-
sauer effect) aids in estabUshing such a situation. 
The electron temperature is abo employed in the expression for 
(23) 
A simpU!1ed derivation of the above equation follows from the relation 
J a ene ud where ud is the drift velocity of. the electrons. On the aver-
age, the drift velocity should be ud ,. (eE/mlf where 'I' is the mean 
collision time, and from Eq. 20 it follows that 'I' z(l/LnjQ}h/mne/8kT;) 
Hence if the electrons have a nearly Maxwellian velocity distribution. 
2 ~K en - . 
. . e = 
a .. . e 1 
. a (8kT )1/i \' Q 
e L,nj J 
, (24) 
which dlffers from Eq. 23 only by a small difference in the multiplica-
tive constant. 
With the three relations. 17. 18. and 23. it is poutble to solve 
£01' ne' f:
e
• and C1 as functions of the cui-rent dellllity with Dx and 
e
a 
IL8 parameters. oe£e~nce 1 presents the results ol solving these 
equation. in a series ol gr&pha. The pertlnent material from this work 
wtll be introduced in a later 8ection when the experimental results are 
discussed. 
A common objection to Kerrebrock's non-equUibrium theory i8 
the omission of electron energy 108s by ionization and other inelastic 
collisions in Eq. 17. The validity of this objection may be surmised by 
estimating the fraction of the teet section electrical power utUbed in 
the loni2latlon process. Energy is deposited in the ionization procen 
throughout the test section conducting volume. at a rate given by 
El .. B v g ne cj)t cIA J: 
. A . 
(2.5) 
where 1 refers to the test section inlet and Z denotes the teet section 
exit. The value of Ei is . then to be compared with the product VI £01' 
the test seetion. A typical calculation based on T a = ZOOO°K, ~/na = 
. • 004 and I .. 10 atnp$ yields the two values: El'if' Z. Z watts and VI .... 
33 watts. The calculation of Et was based on he~rebrlCkDs theoretical 
curve.. In his experiments. he found It nece.sary to adJu8t hie free 
parameters 80 as to reduce ~ for a given current density. Thus. the 
value of Ei = 2. 2 watts 18 conservatively high. Strictly speaking. the 
effect of ionization as an energy sink is of 8uch a magnitude that it 
should be included in the theory. However. the accuracy ol the pre8ent 
theory is sufficient for the purpo8es at hand. 
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In Ret'. 1 menti<m is made of the eUect of contlnuwn radiation 
(bremestrahlung) f:a-Otn the colliding electrons on the accuracy of the 
non-equllibriwn theory. Ken'ebrock states that thle eUect 18 not lm-
· portant for the conditione of the present experiment. However, in a 
recent dlscuaslon. Professor Kerrebrock has suggested that radiation 
caused by de-excitation of upper excited electronic etaus to other 
states abovethe ground etate Enon-r~lflonance radiation) may be an im-
portant energy loes mechanism. It is then suggested that the value of 
6 may have to be suitably modified to account for this eUect. 
The problem of analyzing the data obtained with the coa.x1al elec-
trode coniiguratiOlll is complicated by .evera1 factor. which are due 
primarily to geometrical et'fects. In general, the current denaity 
varies inversely as the radial dletance from the test eectiOlll axis. Thie 
results in a Joule heating eHect which varies strOlllgly in the radial di-
rection. Axial eLfecta become important at larger currents .. s the gas 
at the test sec::tion ex!t become. appreciably hotter than at the entrance. 
As a result, the c::onduc::tiv:ti.y vanes both radially and axially. The re-
sulting gradiente in the electrical conductivity cause the electric field 
lines to distort eo as to produce a.x1al electric field components. 
In view 01 the above dlfficultiee, solution of the e:Qct dWerentla1 
equations describing the aforementioned phenomena would be a mOst 
formidable task. However, 1£ the problem is considered in visw 01 the 
non-equlllbrlwn conduction theory, several slrnpllflcatlone become po'-
sible, as will be shown below. 
The first item ls the question 01 the direction of the local electric 
field in the plasma. KtI~rom the relation 
\7 • J .. 0 = ". (OE) , (26) 
It follows that 
- - n'0 V'E+E'T .. 0 (Z7) 
or 
Z Vo V q, + Vc> ' 0- .. 0 • (ZS) 
For the special case of VO being always perpendicular to V<\>, it Is 
Been that <jl then lIatls£les Laplace's equatlon and the resulting poten-
tlal distribution 1s unaffected by the current. SUch a situation could 
occur if (1 varied only in the axial direction and the electric field was 
strictly racUal. However, if Va hae a radial eomponen~ then, in 
general, E w1l1 poseess axial components. Rough estimates of these 
axial £ields indicate they may be on the same order of magnitude as the 
radial fields in some cases. In the limit of zero curnnt, the meas-
ured radial temperature distribution (Fig. 24 ) indicated only a small 
decrease in the ga.s temperature in the radial directlon. Thus. ~ ef-
fect of the '" <1>' ¥ term can be neglected at low currents. Two Im-
portant relations follow then at the low current limit. They are 
3E/az '" 0 and J(z)r .. J 1 (z)R1 , The £irst relation results from the 
absence of axial electric fields and the aO$umptlon that the electrodes 
are equipotential surfaces, 'rus results in radial electric fields only. 
and thus the current is in the radial direction only. 1111s is expreued 
in the second l'elat:1on above. The second point of conslderatlon is the 
variatlon of the current density with axial distance down the test sectlon 
for .the case of small currents. The non-equilibrium theory then gives 
the following variation of the current density: 
a 10 J a 1 J a log 'I'll. 
--,.."g!,,-,,- = C( og + (.\ _~-::-_ 6z 9z p az (Z9) 
where 
11 = 8 log CI 
j} log J 
.75-
and 13 r~ a log a Blog Ta J 
Comblning Eq. 29 with the free &tream energy equation 
8T
a pu c ..,.."... ,. j. ~ p uz 
yields 
(1 _ Ct) a log J = !3 j. E 
az -or;: pu cp • 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
Multiplying both &ides of Eq. n by Z'II'rdrdz and Integrating over tlUl 
teat section volume gives 
(33) 
The right hand Idde of Eq. 33 is seen to vary directly with the total 
power added to the teet section and inver.ely with the enthalpy con-
vected into the test section by tlle gas. A rea.sonable apprOJdmatlon to 
log }] for low power addition to the test section la given by 
o Rl 
JL \ fl AT loe T -= (r:a:) Y":" • 
o Rl 0) 
(34) 
which can be written in the form 
(35) 
Equation 35 may be utilized to estimate how strongly the current 
denaity varlea itl tlle axial direction for various te8t conditions. It Is 
readUy seen that at zero current, no power is added to the test section 
AT .. 0 and JL/J
o
" 1. At current. of. 10 a mps, JL/Jo 111 about 
1. 25, and e.t 30 amps this ntto lncr ... ea to about 3. 5 • 
ThlUl, in aaalyzlng the data in the following manner, it wU1 be 
necessary to consider only data for which the power added to the teat 
aectiou does not appreciably a££ect the epatlal uniformity of the gu 
properti.fI. 
With the above limitations In m ind, and in view of the previous 
assumptions. it follows that 
J/(o ,. (T, J)) '" E ... ~ and J .. 1/2trrL 
In1:egrating the expresaion lor Ohm's law gives 
Ro Ro 
r I dr f J 'ZViI:' cr( T ,J) '" - cl<1 '" A V 2-1 
R a R 
1 1 
(36) 
F rom Ref. I, the relation between J and E ill given by 
. b(T a )Jl-(1 1/(1-(1 ) :r.e E , (37) 
where 
a .. E tllo~g F q . (38) 
a 
F or current densities above 5 ampJcm2, (l becomes independent of J 
and i8 a function of. the argCllrl temperature <m1y. TblUl (t may be CCllrl-
sid. red to be a. constant In what follows. 
then 
From E q. 37 It is seen that if. the form 
0. b(Ta) 
cr"'Je ,and 
R 
r 0 I 
A V .. J 2",rL 
Rt 
A V is given by 
e -b(Ta) 
--:;.---:.- dr 
(I/2nL )a 
J .. aE is retained, 
(39) 
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and 
- bIT ) 
C a 
r 
(I - a/ 0.1' • 
The integl·al in this last expression is a constant unless 
(40) 
with I . On a plot of log t1 V versus log I • the slope will differ from 
(I - a) by the term 
d log dr 
= S· 
d log I 
Porforrning the dHfoJ:entiation. 
R 
d (-b(Ta » 
0 
- b(T
a
) dT I , 5 J a (41) = R _£n4 ) e dT <1r dr ro a r(l-a) a e Ri I (1 - 0: ) d1' cJ 
Ri 
l' 
If we replace clb/dT and clT loll by suitable :mean values. g be -
a a 
com~s 
(42) 
Since db/dT and d T a/dI > 0 • it is seen that ~ < 0 in all caees. IJ, 
a 
represents the enhance:ment of the conductivity due to the gas tel"ilpera-
tllre increase caused by J oule heating. The local slope on the log t1V 
versus log I curve should then be si:mply 
dlog f::..V (1 ) ~ d log I = - Ct + S • ("13 ) 
As expected with e < 0, the Joule heating tends to. reduce the slope 
given by the non-equilibrium effect acting alone. 
Figure 35 is a plot of three voltage-current characteristics 
obtained at different gas temperatures. The experimental data of 
Kerrebroek's tests(l) are also shown. The agreement in the variation 
of the slopes with temperature is quite remarkable, as the data from 
Ref. 1 was obtained with a rectangular channel geometry. 
Table m presents a comparison between the experimental slopes 
and the values predicted by the non-equilibrium theory. It ts noted that 
the predicted slopes (1 - CI) are much lower than the experimental 
values. 1£ the effect of e (Joule heating) is included, the discrepan-
cies between the experimental and theoretical values increase still 
further. 
TABLE m 
Comparison of nata with Non-Eguilibrium Theory 
Run Ta ~/na ( d l Og y ) * (dl0g y ) 
(OK) dlogt exp dlogt theory 
2500 .0032 0.53 0.24 
221 0 .0041 0.34 0.22 
1780 .0041 0.23 0.16 
* 2 based on J" 10 amp/cm • 
In Ref. I, Kerrebrock found a value of (j to be 3.47, which he 
attributed to the possibUity of impurities in the system. Even 1£ (j is 
changed from 2 to 4, the change in a is not appreciable for the 
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particular operating conditions of this experiment. As explained in 
Ref. I, the value of a is determined solely by X and elle
a
, where 
the quantity X varies as the square of the current density. 
€: 
rna (3h2 )3/2[ J2 ] ie: 
X "':-t 41fm €: sIt e (44) 
ue e ~ a 
Inspection of F ig. 36 indicates that changes in X by a factor of two or 
so do not change a. because the motion in the a. - X plane is along the 
horizontal plateau of the curves for current densities greater than about 
2 2 amp/cm • 
At this point, it is appropriate to mention the effects of the elec-
trode boundary layers on the resulting voltage ... current characterletic. 
With operation in the normal mode and with the center electrode as the 
cathode, both electrode temperatures were several hundred °c cooler 
than the bulk of the gas. Thus, in the cool boundary layers, both X 
and tile
a 
are varying paratneters. However, decrealing tempera-
tures result in increasing values for X , and thb only serves to move 
right along the plateau section of the curves in the a - X plane. As a 
result, the effect of the boundary layers In thes.e particular experi-
ments dose not appreciably a£iect the slope of the log V - log 1 curve 
as far as the (1 ... a.) term" concerned. However, the boundary layer 
phenomena will alter the value of ~ and influence the V-I curvee 
through the effects of Joule heating. 
It is interesting to note that the slopes of the log voltage- log 
current curves remain essentially unchanged, even at the larger cur-
rents where the effects of Joule heating, gradients in the electrical 
conductivity, axial electric fields, etc., should become very important. 
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In view of the effects just mentioned. a signiflcant change in tile slope 
would be anticlpated lUI the test section power lnput becomes appre-
dahle. 
(c) Some cOlnln.nta on the two current conduction models. -
Brief conslderation will be glven here concerning the question of the 
electron temperature In vlew of particle velocity dlstributions. In the 
section immedlately followlng.the two models wlll be compared wlth 
some eXperimental data which are dlrectly related to the electron 
temperature. 
A further wight as to the conduction mechanism can be gained 
by examlning the relative magnitudes of the mean electron drift ve-
locities and the mean random velocities. This is equivalent to com-
paring the dlrected current density J to the random current flux 
en
e
c
e
/4. If the equilibrlum theory as well as the non-equUibrlum 
theory is to be valid, then it is necessary that the directed current den-
sity be much less than the current density due to the random flux. 
The previously mentioned restriction on the magnitude of J is 
required because both conduction theories are based on the assumption 
of a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution for the electrons. How-
ever, if the directed d.rlft velocity of the electrons becomes an appre-
clable fraction of the mean thermal velocity. the dlstribution is distorted 
in velocity space ·along the direction of the drift velocity, and hence the 
dlstribution is no longer Maxwellian. 
With the O. 080" diameter center electrodes, current densitles 
2 
of 50 amp/em and more were commonly observed. The simultaneously 
measured argon gas temperatures varied between 18000 K and ZOOOoK. 
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The equUibrium theory allsumes that the electrons and neutrals are at 
the same temperature. whUe the non-equUlbrium theory 1& based on an 
increase in electron temperature above the neutral temperature depend-
ing upon the magnitude of the current. Since the Saba equation 1& ex-
ponentially dependent upon the electron temperature in thill latter case. 
the random curl'c;nts predicted by the non-equUibrium theory far exceed 
the equUibrium assumption. See Table IV below. 
Gas Temperature 
2250 
2500 
TABLE IV 
* J
rand (EquUibrium) 
1.53 amp/cm2 
6.72 
29.9 
100 
*+ " 
J r~dEkon-equribriumF 
/ " 2 1010 amp cm 
1200 
t / 2 based on Jdlr .. 10 amp cm • 
The above table indicates that only the non-equilibrium theory 111 
self-consistent in that it permits J
rand » 3dir for the magnitude a of 
Jdtr observed in the experiments. Although thia Blmple comparison 111 
not sufficient to validate the non-equUlbrium tIleory. it stUl servell to 
indicate that the equUibrium theory by itself cannot furnillh a complete 
picture of t he procells. 
The original purpoae of the sodium line reversal (SLR) tem-
perature measurements was to develop a "cUrect" method of observing 
the elevated electron temperatures predicted by Kerrebrock's nOD-
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equilibdum theory. The data will be compared to thia theory firat, and 
then a compariaon wUl be made with the equilibrium point o! view. 
Qualitatively, it Is readily seen that the SLR temperature ahould 
be related to the electron temperature. The SLR method measures the 
electronic excitation temperature o! the transition responsible for the 
sodium 0 linea. '" This temperature, T , ia defined by the ratio o! ex-
cited sodium atoms to the number in the ground state, 
• gl - E l/kT 
-e 
go 
, (45) 
where 81 and go refer to the statistical weights of the flrst excited 
state and the ground state of sodium, respectively. E l is the energy of 
the first excited level and is approximately 2. 1 eV in the case of so-
dium. 
The chief source of excited sodium atome is the inelaetlc 
electron-sodium atom collision. The rate at which such collisions oc-
cur is, of course, dependent upon the electron temperature. If this 
temperature-dependent production rate of excited state. is known and 
equated to the rate o! de-excitation, then n
1 
can be found, and hence a 
direct relationship may be found between T· ISLR temperature) and 
T e. In Appendix C, it Is shown that under the conditions of the lie ex-
• • perirnents, T and Te are indeed equal (T = Te). Thua, SLR tem-
peratures given in Figs. 20 and 21 wUl be taken to be the electron 
temperaturea. 
From Eq. 3 of Ref. I, the electron tem perature is related to 
the other parameters in the syatem by 
~ kTe 
'" ~Prk-q-"­
'Z a 
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m 2 
1+ 8.(J) 
" ge a ene 
(46) 
However, this equation is not well suited for compadaon with the ex-
perimental results, inasmuch as e:
a 
and ne also change when J is 
varied. A more useiul form Is obtained by substituting J .. O'E, where 
" is given by Eq. 23. There results 
e - e '" i'E? Ice ' e a (47) 
where * Is a factor which varies somewhat with E, but for the pres-
ant purposes will be considered constant; 
m 2 
il" 12 e 
. Em\' }l 
e (GnPJ j 
(48) 
The next difficulty 18 the elimination of ta from Eq. 47, since €:a 
changes due to Joule hea.ting of the gas. For the case of the axial ge-
ometry, this can be done quite readUy. The value of ~a near the 
downstream edge of the test section is given by 
3 kL 
E:a .. I!a + p~ c (JE) , 
o oop 
€! = e + At ; 
a a.o a 
(49) 
where I'! is the appropriate value for zero current, Ae
a 
is the In-ao 
crease due to Joule heating, lind the assumed relations J s I/A and 
E:: V/L have been utUized. Thus, E q. 47 can be solved by the quad-
ratic formula to give 
(50) 
where tlce. is evaluated as in Eq. 49. 
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Another method of correlation was also utUlzed in analyzing the 
SLR results. In Ref. 1. an expression for Ce/€a is developed. 
3 £1 ea ) 3/1. "'2' - (- - 1 
(
C a ) ~a !:e X - e 
"e 
1 " (51) 
where X has previously been given in Eq. 44. and ell. is computed 
from Eq. 49. Figure 37.taken from Ref. I.indicates the variation of 
e 
"e _ 1 with the current density parameter X. As previoU31y men-
" a 
tioned. X varies directly as the square of the current density. 
In Fig. 38. the theoretical values of (ee - f.
ao
) computed from 
Eqs. SO and 51 are compared with the experimental SLR temperature 
data. In the analysts utUlsing the electric field a8 the independent 
parameter (Ect. SO). the local field was calculated !limply from 
E = V /L where V is the test section voltage and L Is the electrode 
e e 
8eparation distance. The value of l' (Eq. 48) was based at first on a 
Ii value of 3.47 and a value of the total cross section ( [njQj ) of 
14 (1) j 7.1. x 10 • as previously suggested by Kerrebrock • Computations 
based on these paramete:u gave values of (<;: e - C
ao
) which were too 
high by a factor of three. After a later discussion with Professor 
Kerrebrock concerning the proper value of Ii. the calculation was 
repeated for Ii = 34.7 (as a matter of convenience). and the resulting 
curve is so indicated in Fig. 38. 
Use of such a large value of Ii ha$ no phy.lcal significance as 
far as energy tl'ansfer in elastic collisions between electrons and noble 
gas atoms is concerned. Increasing Ii in such a manner is merely a 
crude attempt to account for other mechanisms which tranllfer energy 
irom the electron gas. As previously mentioned. Kerrebroekattributell 
2.0 
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Figure 37. Normalized Electron Temperature Minus Unity Versus 
Current Density Parameter X . 
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these large effecdve values of Ii to non-resonance radiation from the 
upper excited electron leveh of the gas atoms. 
Use of the reladon E,. V JL in computing the electrlc field 
e 
near the end of the test sectiOn is not valid when Joule heating is present 
to change the conductivity by an apprec1able amount in the axial dirac-
don. From E", J/O it is apparent that the E field at the downatream 
end of the test aeetion will be less than V /L because of the increased 
e 
conductivity at that location. A rough estimate of the appropriate value 
of E was then made. This procedure was based on using the Joule 
heating to compute a tempe rature rise with a resulting conductivity in-
crease and then assuming a linear conductivity variation. Ullling these 
modified values of E in Eq. 50, a new curve wa. calculated and shown 
as the dotted line in Fig. 38. 
It should be noted that the last curve is simUar in shape to, but 
considerably below, the experimental curve. However, adjustment of 
the 6 value or the total cross eection would reeult in a displaced theo-
retical curve which could then be made to agree quite clo.ely with the 
experimental data. 
The two curves based on Eq. 51 indicate the etrong effect of 
changing Ii on this method of correlation. With 6. 34. 7, rather close 
agreement between the theoretical and experimental curves is obtah1ed 
except at the high current values. In the se computations, the value of 
J was based on the assumption of uniform current den.lty across the 
duct. In view of the effecte of Joule heating on the spatial distribution 
of the conductivity, this assumption is highly suspect, and the variation 
of the current density across the duc t may thus account for the deviation 
of the aforementioned curves. 
- 90-
The equilibrium theory maintains that the elect:ron and neutral 
temperatures are always equal. As a result, the increase in the meas-
ured SLR temperat-olres should be given simply by Eq. 49, where 
e '" e a. e 
As the temperature rise is directly proportional to the Joule 
heating. the expedrnental SLR temperatures have been plotted against 
the electrical power dissipated in the test section (F{g. 39). The tem-
perature increase predicted by Eq. 49 is also plotted there. The large 
discrepancy between the two curves clearly indicates that Joule heating 
alone is not sufficient to account for the observed SLR values. 
C. Effect of Surface Phenomena 
This section wID consist of a discussion of the mechanism of 
transition to and operation in the current limited mode. It v.ill be re-
called that.by sufficiently incl'easing the current under normal mode 
conditione, a critical point was l·eached. Further attempts to increase 
the electrode voltage resulted in an abrupt dec rease in tlle current. 
After tins transition. the current was found to be essentially independ-
ent o£ the applied voltage. Figure 5 presents the voltage- current vari-
ations just described. 
1. The transition process. - It is appropriate to begin with a 
qualitative discussion of the transition process. The interlocking effect 
of the electrical circuitry and the physical phenomena in the plasma 
wUI be considered first. This will be followed by several quantitative 
statements related to the physical p rocesses involved in the plasma. 
As shown in Fig. 5. the abrupt tra.n!Jition from the normal 
cha.l'acteristic to the current lim ited mode l'esultedin a decreased cur-
rent and an increased voltage. This relationship between voltage and 
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current ie anticipated in view of the pre.ence of a ballast reeietor in 
the external cbcuit. The circuit equation is given by Kirchhoff's law 
au: 
Ve = Vext - Ie Rext (5Z) 
where V xt ill the battery voltage, and V Is the electrode voltage 
e e 
which ill related to the electrode current by some functional dependence 
(53) 
It ls evident that a decrea.lle in current wt1l1ead to an increase in volt-
agel this is exactly a curve of the type depleted in Fig. 5. Thue, in 
view of Eq. 52, the physlcally possible values of Ve and Ie must Ue 
on the "load line" as depicted in Fig. 40. Reducing R
ext produces loci 
whlch .moreclo8ely approach the horizontal; 
It 18 of ~erest to study the phy8lcal mechani8m which produces 
the reduction in current whleh then laade to the change from the normal 
mode of conduction to the limited mode. One piece of experimental data 
should be re-emphasized here: it was noted that the cathode tempera-
ture increased by 300 - 800°C when t.ransltion occurred. 
Consider the case of the electrodes initially operating in the 
normal mode; when R
ext is reduced, the current mcrea8ee untU the 
thermlonlcally limited current is reached. When the maximum pos8ible 
current is being drawn from .the cathode, tbe voltage drop acros. the 
bulk of the pluma cannot increase further. As a result, an additional 
increment in the appUed VOltage must appear acr08S the .heath formed 
adjacent to the cathode surface. This situation i.deplcted schemati-
cally in Fig. 41 . 
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Figure 41. Sketch of Radial Potential Distribution in Plasma 
(Coaxial Geometry). 
The emitted electron., which have been accelerated by the 
sheath potential, are then thermallzed by elastic colllalons with the 
atom. and electron. in a region near the cathode. 
Now the thermallzations of the electrons c6nstitutes an energy 
source near the cathode, which result. in the hea.ting of the cathode. In 
turn, thi. increa.ed cathode temperature produce. a reduction of the 
fraotional surface coverage of potassium. This results in an increased 
work function <:> (Ref. Z) and a reduction in the thermionic current a.s 
indicated by Eq. 1. 
The resulting decrease in the current produces a further in-· 
crease in the sheath potential and thus an increase in the energy of the 
emitted electrons, which are accelerated by the sheath potential, <!>s . 
In the energy range from 1 to 10 eV, the cro&s section of the ela.stic 
electron-argon collidon rapidly increases. Thus the heating effect in-
creases with increasing sheath potential, because the strength of the 
heating source $8 is increased, and simultaneously the eHective di.-
tance of the heating source from the cathode i s reduced. This inte rae-
tlon then continues to incr •••• the cathode tem peraturs until other com-
petlng mechanisms are .ufficient to limit the temperature increase. 
. . 4 
Radiation from the wire,which increases as T ,and the 
w 
cooling effect on the cathode of pas.ing the electrons through the work 
function barrier both p roduce a heat flux out of the cathode. When the 
aforementioned heating and cooling eHects reach a balance, a new .table 
operating condition ill achieved. With this qualitative picture in mind, 
It i. now proper to approach some aspects of the transition phenomena 
from a quantitative point of view. 
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A measure oi the sheath thickne .. le given by the Debye shield-
Ing length (11 ). 
.! 
Z • (kT / 41rn.e ) (54) 
For the conditions oi the previously mentioned experiments, Lo is on 
the order of 10-5 cm, while the electron-atom mean free path ia on the 
order of 10- 2 cm. These calculations indicate the aheath is confined 
well within an electron mean free path. Hence the electrons which are 
emitted from the cathode surface will be accelerated to the velocity cor-
responding to the sheath voltage drop. In the steady current limited 
mode, thb sheath drop is on the order oi 10 - 20 volta. as may be noted 
from Figs. 5 and 8. 
An elltimat~ of the energy deposited per unit volume (E) by the 
electron-atom thermaHzation proceas may be obtained by methods aim-
nar to those employed In the atudy oi neutron thermallzation(IZ). The 
proHem considered here b directly assoclated wlth the coaxial elec-
trode geometry. Because oi space limitations, only the result will be 
given below; 
• JL<I>s _r Z/ AA {; = 4W13 e ."., (55) 
where J3 .. a/~iF (see list of symbols in Appendix A). The detaUs of 
this analysts may be found in Appendix D. 
Equ.a.tion 55 ts obtained by considering only the effects of electron-
neutral coUleions and neglecting the effects of electron-electron and 
electron-ion coUislons. The effect of the latter types of collisions ts 
also treated in an indepenc:il.mt manner. In a strict 'ense, it's not cor-
rect to try to analyze the physical situation by considering the dl£ferent 
-97-
types 01 coUisions In a separate manner. However, to solve the prob-
lem in a complete way ls an undertaking 01 rather large magnitude. 
ThU8, the following approach was adopted to obtain some insight Into 
the phenomena without the expenditure 01 an Inordinate amount of effort. 
From Eq. 55 it is seen that the maJor portion 01 the energy de-
posited by the colliding electrOlUl occurs within a characteristic radial 
distance glven by 
r· .. E4a/ai:F~ (56) 
where D"" l/?L:)for electrons dlffusing through neutral atoms. Typi-
cal calculations balled OIl Bq. 56 Indicate that r'" Is reduced from ap-
proximately 2. em at etj>s ,. i eY to 10- 2 cm for e<l>s. 10 eY. 
Thus, as previously Indicated, the heating effect Increases with 
increasing sheath poUlntial because both the strength 01. the heating 
source (e<l>s) is increa.sed and, elmultaneously, the effective distance 
'" (r ) from the heating source to the electrode Is reduced. In addition, 
the maximum rate of energy deposition which occurs at the surface 01. 
the electrode (r = 0) also increases because /3 decreases as the square 
01 the electron-argon coUislon cr088 section. With the aforementioned 
e 
values of r in mind, the question of electron - charged particle inter-
actions wtl1 now be considered. 
As shown In Appendix D, the effect 01. electron interaction wlth 
other charged particles can be viewed In terms 01 an effective electron 
slowing down length. The computed values of this slowing down length 
-4 
were approximately 3 x 10 cm for O. 1 eY electrODs and 0.6 em for 
10 eY elfictrons (see page 147). Comparing these values with the earlier 
'" mentioned values 01 r Indicates that at large sheath potentials the 
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electron-neutral colUelons predomlnate in the rmalizlng theelectl'one. 
Thi8 i8 why electron - charged ptl'ticle lntel'acUons wel'e overlooked in 
the previous dlscu .. ion. . At low sheath potential8 the e1ectl'on-electron 
and electron-Ion collislone are the important factor. As a result. the 
electrons interact with themeelves chiefly, and thair l'esultant velocity 
distribution is l'eiatively unaUectedby electron-neutral collblons. 
Thus, these calculations 8upport the viewpoint of the non-equilibrium 
conducUon theory. 
Another heat transfer mechanism which mU8t be con8idered in 
the transltion phase is a8sociated with the pl'oduction of lone near the 
surface by the high-energy 8heath electrons. 1£ a large number of tons 
wore produced near the edge of the sheath, theae ion8 would faU thl'ough 
the sheath potential and deliver a heating effect to the cathode equal to 
the sheath potential plus their lonization potential as they impact and 
recombine on the surface. 
An estimate of the effective extent of the ionization region. pro-
duced by the sheath electron8, can be obtained by computing the tlffec-
tive mean free path for ionization. For potassium,the ionization cros. 
8ection is given by(13) 
·Ot = 4Qm E~ )(1 -~ ) , (57) 
e e 
-6 2 
where the maximum cr08S .ection Q .. 3 >( 10 cm, end it OCCur8 
m 
at ee IS 2<1>1' Ba8ed on the above value of Om ' ~/na = .004, and 
T a .. ZOOOoK , the minimum mean free path for lonization i8 on the 
order of 3 cm. However, the total track length of the electrons lUI they 
slow down through the thermalization region is also on the order of 3 
cm. ThU8, at sheath potentials above the ionization potential, a region 
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of comparatively high ion concentration may exist at the edge 01. the 
sheath. During the transition proceu. when the sheath potential Is 
below the ionization potential. the chief mechanism by which a portion 
of the energy of the sheath electrons is returned to the cathode is by 
electron-neutral thermaliution collisions and .ubsequent ordinary 
- K ~ neutral heat transfer back to the wire. 
2. Operation in the current llmited inode. - In view of the 
preceeding discussion. it is now of interest to estimate the magnitude 
of the variO\l6 heat transfer mechanisms for operation at the upper 
stable point of the tran&ition. i. e •• the ~urrent limited mode . A typi-
cal caee ill Run 27-6-1 (Fig', 5 and 9). As the wire temperature was 
apprOximately 24000 K in the transition mode. the convective heat tran.-
fer to the bulk of the gu may be ignored. Thus. only a compari.on 
between the radiation. electron cooling, and energy input to the sheath 
< 
electrOlls need be cOlllBide !red. 
It should be noted that the upper stable conditions is not OIle in 
which the tungsten cathode surface is completely bars. The magnitude 
of the thermionic currents obtained requiree that the potaSSium frac-
tional cover.age be approximately 30 per cent. 
CalculatiOlll8 from a typical run Indicate that the surface work 
function (4)wf' changes from a value of 2. 6 e V Ju.t prior to tran.ition 
to a larger value. 3.2 eV. in the current limited mode. The work 
function of bare tungsten is approximately 4. 4 eV. 
The radiant heat transfer Is approximately 54 watt •• while the 
electron cooling is 4>wf ICLM -;- 3.2 (13) 'ill' 42 watts. and the power im-
parted to the sheath electrons is approximately cfJs1'" 14(13) .. 182 
watt.. If these three terms are equated as follows 
.100. 
(58) 
then ", which is the fraction of the energy of. the sheath electrQIU 
which is returned to the cathode, is found to be approximately 0.5. A 
mental aketch of a reasonable gaa temperature distribution in the eLM 
indicates this value of " 1a quite reasonable. 
Figure ~R .hows a reversalln the temperature gradient in the 
center electrode (coaxial s eometry) just prior to tran..ition. Thl. re· 
v8zosed tempezoature gradient also occurs in the current limited mode. 
An explanation of. tllls effect requires consideration of. gas property 
varia.tione and resultant current den!lity variations which exi.t in the 
axial direction. 
According to both the equilibrium and non-equilibrium conduc-
tion theories, the effect of Joule heating as the gas palles through the 
test section causes tlle conductivity to increase in the downstream di-
rection. As a result, the current density also increases as the gas 
m oves from the entrance to the exit of. tlle test section. According to 
Eq. II of. AppendL--!: B, the equilibrium theory gives the foUO"Ning axial 
variation of tlle current density: 
s-/ + p 
.t.n l+W 
, (59) 
where or '" z/L, v is tlle non-dimensional electrode voltage, and 
13 (T) = I" f j~EDfDFdIK K Appendix B give. the details for computing p • 
TRe variation of. current density in tlle axial direction lUI pre-
dicted by the non-equilibrium theory has already been considered, and 
tlle result is repeated here for convenience. 
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drdz (60) 
Equations S9 and 60 show that as the total test section current is 
increased up to the transition pOint, the axial variation in the current 
density becomes increasingly pronounced. As previously shown, the 
non-equilibrium theory predicts a value of J L/ J 0 about 3.5 for the 
large currents which occur just prior to transition. F or the same ex-
perimental conditions, the equilibrium theory predicts a value of 
JL /Jo which may be several times larg01' than the value quoted above 
for the non-equilibrium theory. 
Upon the initiation of transition. the larger current densities 
near the exit of the test section provide a greater number of electrons 
per unit length of electrode. These electrons in turn provide a local 
heating effect of about iq.sJ , as p reviously discussed. It is tacitly as-
aumed here that the sheath potential does not vary appreciably 1n the z 
direction. Thus the local heating source (thel'malization 0:£ the sheath 
electrons) is much stronger near the downstrean"l section of the center 
electrode, and an inverse electl'ode temperl.".ture gradient results. 
The increasing density of sheath electrons in the axial direction 
affects the free stream. conductivity. by virtue of ionization. in such a 
manner as to augment further the original a.."<ial increase in current 
density. 
D. Current Limited Mode 
When operating in the current limited mode, the magnitude of 
the current is determined by the rate of emission of electrons from the 
cathod~ surface. Thle statement is supported by several experimental 
observations. The vertical slope of the upper portion of the V-I curve 
in Fig. 5 showe that the current le independent of. the appUedvoltage. 
This limltation of the current can occur only If the1'e ie some proceslI in 
the system which limite the current. 
The addition of. nitrogen and helium and the presence of teflon 
contamination did not alter the magnitude of the current obtaiMd in thla 
second mode. This demonstrates again that the currttnt is independent 
of gas phase phenomena. 
As prevtOWlly noted. the thermionic current density is glven by 
. 
the Rlchardson-Dushma.n equation 
2 -;/kTw 
J = AT, v e • (61 ) 
where <1> . the effective work function. is now dependent upon the 
amount of potassiwn Il.dsorbed on the tungsten electrode eurfaee. With 
an electrode system operating at a thermionic limit. a reduction in the 
electron emitting area. will reeult in a proportional decrease in the cur-
rent passing between the electrodes. The previ.ously discussed "elec-
trode switching" experiments. performed under cond1tiOllll of. current 
limited mode operatioo. are in exact agreement with the dec.reue in 
current predicted by Eq. 61. 
As mentioned before. the magnitudes of the thermionic cur1'ents 
obtained in the second mode indicate that an appreciable fraction of. the 
surface is stUl covered with adsorbed potanium. The work functions 
computed by the P..icbardson-Dushman equation varied between 3.0 and 
3.4 eV. The work function of potassium is 1.9 eV. while that of bare 
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tung.ten ill 4.4 eV. For the calle o£ ceslwn on tung.ten. Taylor and 
Langmuir(Z) found that the efiective work function of the surface wu 
that of cesium when the traction of the surface covered (e) with ad .. 
sorbed atoms was approximately 0.60. Figure 30 is taken from Ref. Z 
and demonstrate s the variation at <l>w:£ with S. If a eimUar situation 
holds for potaulum on tungsten, then a value of <Pwf" 3 eV requires a 
e value of about 0.351£ a linear relationship between <Pwf and e is 
assumed. 
In vi~w of the ahove discussion conce rning lIur:£ace efiects aQd 
the previous cons ide rations of normal mode operation. it Is now possible 
to properly el.-plain the schematic Voltage .. current dia.gram given in 
Fig. 40 and the experimentally observed current varlatlon oh <:lWll in Fig. 
2.7. Figure 40 is a schematic diagram 0:£ the V-I chara.cteristics ob-
tained when ~~/na is va.:rled with all othe r parameterll fixe d. The 
spacing of the curves in the normal mode indicate. an optimum seed 
concentration producing a maximum condUctivity, as was observed 
here. Based on the experimental results, the increasing t;Jn
a 
pro-
duces a larger maximum normal mode curre nt. Thill! ill also antici. 
pated.Bince increasing n. for a gtven T should tend to produce an 
.I., w 
increased fractional pota.ssium coverage with resulting increase in the 
maximum thermionic current. The complete curve in Fig. 27 results 
from moving along the fbred load line of Fig. 40 by changing ~/na and 
paning throur,h both the normal and current limited modes. 
It was found that increasing the seed concentration increased the 
thermlon1cally limited current, as shown in Fig. 28. At first, this 
might be attributed to an increase in the fractional potassium surface 
coverage due to the increase in the number denelty of. the potassium. 
-104-However, as shown in Fig. Z9, the electrode temperatw:e also in-
creased with increasing potassium concentraticm. The overall result 
was an increase in the computed value of <Pwf with seed fraction. This 
result indicates that the increased temperature of the wire m .ore than 
offset the increase in the potassium flux impinging on the cathode sur-
face, and thus the fractional surface coverage decreased with increas-
ing t;t' The variation of the experimental parameters Is shown in a 
schematic way by the dotted line in Fig. 30. 
The increase In electrode temperatw:e due to adding potu.tum 
may be considered in light of the discussion given in the section on 
transition phenomena. It was shown there that the effective thermaUza-
tion distance Is inversely proportional to the macroscopic cross secticm. 
ThUll, as previously explained, increasing the potassium concentration 
m oves the effective heating source closer to the surface of the cathode, 
and thus the c~thode tempe rature increases. 
E. Electrode Heat Transfer 
As previously mentioned, neither electrode was heated or 
cooled by an independent mechanism. Instead, the electrode tempera-
tures were fbed by' an energy balance between the various modes of 
heat transfer to or away from the electrodes. It is the purpose of this 
section to discus.s the dlfferent heat transfer mechani.ms independently 
of the current conduction model chosen. or which mode of. eatlduction 
prevail •• 
In Ref. I, the problem of. heat transfer to the electrode. is con-
sidered £01' the case of. .mall Mach numbers. In thi. analysis, the 
continuity and momentum equations are uncbanged by the current. 
However, the energy equatiDn for the gas has two additional terms due 
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to the electron flow. 
pcp -¥sf = 'V • (K'V T + { kT e ~F + 4> + ~ (6Z) 
The term COllta,nlng Te 'a seen to produce a di£ference In the heat 
transfer rates In the gas and hence to the two electrodes, too. Due to 
this term, the electronll heat the anode and cool the cathode by vtnue of 
the energy flux which they tranllport. 
Figure <) shows the variation of the center electrode temperature 
for both current polaritiea. As previously mentioned. thEllle tempera-
tures were measured by mean8 of a conventional optical pyrometer. 
The large increase In temperature with negative current coupled with 
the slight decrease (In some cases) for positive currents establishes the 
fact that the current conduction does produce asymmetrical heat trans-
fer ratell. The temperature increase for poaitlve currents In Fig. <) 
was typical of voltage - current characteristics which transformed from 
the normal mode to the current Umited mode. Observations of the 
double-wire electrode geometry also Indicated a very marked heating 
of the anode at high currents. However, a few slmple calculations 
quic1d.y indicate that the {kT e term is not sU££lc:ient to account for the 
observed data.. The item of importance here ls, Instead, the work 
function barrier of the electrode surfaces. 
When an electron is emitted from a surface. it moves into a re-
glon of higher potential energy by virtue of its having overcome the at-
tractive image £o1'ce.(14). In a steady state condltion. this emitted 
electron is replaced by an electron conducted in from the external cir-
cuit. This replacement electron possesses a mean energy which is 
approximately equal to the Fermi energy. As a result. the metal must 
-106-
lose an amount of energy equal to ecjlwf for each emitted electron. 
This Bltuation would be depicted in Fig. 42 it' the cathode drop V c were 
Bet equal to zero. The reverse process occurs when the electron en-
tera the surface and the material1a heated. 
An energy balance for a dl!ferentlal element of the center elec-
trode (coaxial geometry) gives the following relation: 
2 
&T 41 (z) D d r; d"T) 
Kw Or Rl + O"zDw3 '" - -;:. dz \Kw -of- (63) 
where the first term represent. the thermal energy conducted into the 
wire from the surfaee, whUe the seeond term represent. the Joule 
heating \vlthln the eleetrode ltself. .These teJ,'ms are equated (in steady 
state operation) to the net axial heat loss along the electJ,'ode as given 
by the right hand side of Eq. 63. 
The effective heat transfer rate at the electrode surfaee may be 
obtained with the aid of Fig. 42. As shown in this figure, the location 
(1) refers to conditions inside the electrode, and this po.ition may be 
moved arbitrarily close to the sUJ,'face of the electrode. The position 
(2) J,'efers to condition. in the plasma proper wheJ,'e collisional effects 
predom1nate and it is meaningful to speak of electron and ·ion tempera-
tures, etc. 
By considering an energy balance for an imaginary volume 
bounded by (1) and (Z) and having unit crolJ8-sectional area in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the surface, an exaet expression may be derived 
for the surface heat transfer rate. Energy is delivered to this imagi-
nary volume by the following mechanisms: tIle total current J passing 
through the net effective potential <p - V , ordinary thermal conduc:-
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don from. the gas (K ~ I ), and recombination of ions at the surface 
a ur 2 
(-ni eVi ). Transport of energy out of this volulYle is accolYlplished by 2 
the follOwing lYlechanisms: thermal radiation from the electrode sur-
iace and net transport of ions , electrons, and neutrals from the volume 
(-n. -z Ie T. , - Ii -z 1, T , - n -z 10 T ). Applying the prin-~ 5 5 5 1 Z 12 e 2 e 2 a 2 2.2 
clple of conservation of nClasa to the volume requires that 11a :: -no 
l 12 
for a steady state. If the ion and neutral temperatures are tal,en to be 
equal in the gas, then the net effect of ion and neutral transpol·t is zero. 
By combining the above terms with the appropriate si1>'lls, the 
following equation results. 
aT f ~ aT I 
- K ~ = q d - Iii eV, + n .; I,T + gE~F -v ) - K ~ . (64) 
w or 1 ra- 2 e 2 t:.. e 2 w c a or 2 
In a steady state condition with no net recombination or ioruza-
tion per tUlit volUil1e, the ratio of n. and 11 is on the order of the 
1 e 
ratio of m ovel' lU. , which is approximately 1/74,000. Siuce V is li
,. 
4. 34 eV and 7 kTi is on the order of a few tenths of an eV, it is safe 
to neglect t.'le tel'm associated with ni . The only exception to neglect-
ing the n. term 1s a case in which a region of large ion density existed 
1 
just at the edge of a large surface sheath which then accelerated the 
ions toward the 8m"face and cc>.used them to impinge upon the surface 
with a large kinetic energy. The possibility of such a situation was 
considered in the disculls ion of the transition phenomena and the cur-
rent Hmited mode. 
As previously discussed, the sheath potentials obtained while 
operating in the norn1.al mode are comparadvely small. Tbus, in the 
follOwing analysis of the normal mode heat transfer data, the u
t 
term 
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will be neglected. 
The effect of the various current conduction theories will aHect 
aT 
the heat transfer correlation only in the Ka &r a 12. term. Depending 
upon the conductivity values chosen !&r the boundary layer, the result-
ing Joule heating in the gas will1ave a diUerent value. This diUerence 
in the Joule heating will produce a diHerent temperature gradient near 
the electrode Burface , and cosuequently will change the heat transfer 
rate. 
Combining E qll. 63 and 64 yields the relation required to com-
pute the axial temperature distribution in the wire. Becauae of the 
complexity of the resulting equation. this method was not utUized in the 
analyses of theexpel'imental results. A simpler procedure based on 
quantities averaged in the axial direction was utilized and is presented 
below. 
With the test section operating in the normal mode. the three 
domln&nt heat transfer terms are convection. electron heating or cool-
ing. and radiation. Two other terms of somewhat lesser importance 
must also be considered; they aro ohmic heating and thermal conduction 
in the electrode. 
The data was analyzed by computing the various heat ·trans!er 
terms and equating the net result to the convective term. A heat trans-
fe r coefficlont was then computed based on a mean gas temperature 
noar the wall. computed by the equilibrium theory (see Appendix B ), 
and the mean wall temperature 
h '" <i I fA (1' - l' )1 conY s . g w · • (65) 
The various heat transfer term s were determined in the !ol-
" 
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lOwing manner. For the given coaxial geometry of these tests , the net 
radiant heat flux from. the cathode i s given by 
(66) 
The last tel'ni in Eq. 66 accounts for radlant energy reflected by the 
outer electrode back to the inner electrode. Because of the configu-
ration factors involved. this. term was in all cases a negligible quan-
tity. Configuration factors were computed using the standard methods 
described by Jakob(15). The emissivity of the center electrode was 
assumed to be that of pure tungsten. Temperature variation of the 
t-ungsten emissivity wi th temperature was obta1ned from Ref. 16. The 
emissivity of the stainless steel outer electrode waD taken as 0. 55 
:h'om McAdams (17). 
Electron heatblg or cooling waD computed for two values of 
[4, - V ] :: 2 aV and 3 aV. and tile cXjilression w c . 
~lectlDon :: 4'eff I • (67) 
These valUA:lS are based on estimates of O/W obtained by use of 
the Richardsoli.- Dusllman equation and the currents measured at tran-
sitlon from the normal mode. Again it is assumed that V is negli-
c 
gible in the nl~:~1Kal mode. 
Ohmic heating due to current conduction in the center electrode 
was computed from a. mean value of tlie t-ungsten electrical conduc-
tivity(16) and by assuming a uniform emission current density from 
the center electrode. Based on these assumptions, the total Joule 
-111-
heating in the center electrode becomes 
• 1 IZL 
qJ II. =... . 
• .:> a~c 
(68) 
Two electrode temperature meaenU'ements were taken near the tip of 
the center electrode and near the end of the test lIectiou. From these 
. (18) 
two numbers and a mean value of the thermal conductivity of tungsten 
the thermal conduction 1000ees from the center elect;rode were estimated 
by the relatlon 
L 
6T]o 
q~C"oD L • J.. • 
The results of these calculations are given in the following table. 
TABLE v. 
Reduced Heat Tranefer Dat<L· 
(69) 
... 
h(<I> f£"'2volte ] h(lP, u=3voltej J '1' Tgae 
, 
(amps/cmZ) ~all e 200 OK K watts/cm l{ 
0 . 1780 2370 .027 .027 
5. 5 1712 2490 .028 . 035 
10.6 1697 2570 . 037 . 049 
18. 1 1692 2nO . 045 . 063 
23.0 1683 2810 .047 . 068 
29. 0 1659 3009 .047 . 068 
• Data taken from Run 24-5- 2 t Estlmated 
A comparison of the above h values VIas made with the value 
for a flat plate (laminar flow) 
R K~ ., r;::-::-' hfp . ::z "L (0.332)(Pr) " V ReL (70) 
-llZ-
which for the conditione of the a.(orementioned test is 000135 W&tts/cmZ 
~K The value oJ. h calculated for zero current te roughly twice the 
value obta1Ded for a flat plate. This factor of two is quite rea.acmable in 
view of the circular crol!lS section of the electrode and its emalliength-
to-diameter ratio of about 6. 
E xam1nli.tion of the h values Indicates that the heat transfer 
coefficient inc1'caees witllincreaslng cUl"rent densities. The data indi-
cate that an increase by a factor of Z or 3 is produced by a current 
density of 30 arnps/cm Z• This change indicate s that the Joule heating 
oJ. the thermal boundary has an appreciable In£\uence on the heat trans-
fer rate to the wall. 
The r esults of this section indicate that Joule heating in the gas 
boundary layer may appreciably affect the electrode heat boana£er, es-
pecially at the larger currents. However, it should be emphasized that 
the well known,but sometimes overlooked, heating or cooling eHect of 
the passage oJ. electrons through the surface work functlDD. barder is 
usually of equal or greater importance. 
F . Conclusions 
Two modes of 8teady current conduction have been found for 
cu:rrent flow between high temperature electrodes in a potassium-seeded 
argon plasma.. lA the first, or normal, mode, the conduction phenom-
ena are dom inated by gas phase eHects. The conduction in the second, 
or current limited, mode is dete.rmtned pdma:rUy by surface eHects. 
It should be stressed that in both modes of conductloo, electron 
emiseion from the ca.thode is apparently by the thermionic prace".. In 
the firet mode, the current density at the electrode surface is lees than 
-113-
the thermioaic limit.and cathode sheath potentWs au:e 1e88 than a few 
kT • In the second mode, the c\U'rem density Is equal to the thermi-
\V 
cm1c Umit. and sheath potentla1s are orders of magnitude greater than 
ItT • 
w 
The transition between the two modes is produced by the in-
crease in heat tranafer associated ~ith the sheath potentials ,which may 
be large when the c\U'rent is thermionlcally limited. Although the 
abrupt ehange in voltage which occ\U's at tranaition is a result of the 
use of uncooled electrodes in these experiments, both modes would stW 
exist £01' constant temperature electrodes. 
Interpretation of voltage - current data for the normal mode in-
dicates that both Joule heating and some non-eq,ullibrlum proceu must 
be taken into account to explain the high conductivity values which were 
experimentally observed. The data obtained during the transition pro-
cess and in c\U'ront limited mode operation agrees well with the beha-
vior anticipated in view of Langmuir' s work concerning surface ad-
sorption of alkali metal. on tungsten. 
Heat transfer phenomena are strongly lnfluenced by electron 
cooling or heating effects. In the normal mode, the most important 
term appears to be th4ll energy lOBS or gain associated with motion of 
electrons through the s\U'face work function barrier. In the cU1'1"ent 
limited mode, the dominant factor is the thermallaatioo of emitted 
electrons, which have been accelerated by the large cathode sheath 
potentials. 
A 
-B 
c 
C. E. 
D 
E 
e 
exp 
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APPENDIX A 
Notation 
I 20 electron enlleslon conatant (60. 2 amp fcm K]) 
angst:rom 
cross-sectional area of center electrode 
surface area 
surface area of inner electrode 
magnetic induction (field strength) 
specific heat at constant pressure 
average velocity 
a.verage electron velocity 
velocity ofUght squared 
center electrode 
diffusion coefficient for electrons 
center electrode diameter 
convoctive derivative 
electric field magnitude 
vector electric fleld 
energy deposited per unit time per unit volume by electron 
thermallaation 
. energy of excited electronic state above the ground state 
electronic charge. base of natural logarithms 
experimental 
cOl'lflguration factor for radiant hea.t transfer 
configuration factor for radiant heat transfer 
oscUlator strE)ngth 
- .. fer. v. t) 
~ 
i 
J 
J dir 
J
rand 
k 
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oscUlator strength for resonance photon absorption 
velocity distribution function in phase space 
degeneracy of electrOlllc ground state 
degeneracy of electronic excited state 
Planck's constant, heat traneier coefficient 
heat tran8ier coeffic.lent for flat plate 
current 
current in center electrode 
non-dimensional current 
current density (atnp/cmZ) 
current density due to mean drlit of charged particles through 
the plasma in the direction of the electric field 
current density associated with random motion of charged 
particles 
cur!ent density at downstream end of center electrode (ampl 
cm ). current density per unit length of center electrode 
(amp/cm) 
current ~nUity at upstream edge of center electrode 
(amp/em) 
current density at surface of inner electrode (amp/cmZ) 
vector current density 
non-dimensional current density 
gas thermal conductivity 
thermal conductivity of center electrode 
degrees Kelvin 
mean thermal conductivity of tungsten 
Boltzmann's constant 
electrode length 
characteristic length for absorption of rellonance radiation 
Iit 
~{ 
~a 
n Na(o) 
n ('II) 
Na 
no 
'" n 
opt 
Pr 
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mass of argon atom. mus of neutral atom 
mass of electron 
gas mass £low rate 
mass of field particles 
3 
number denalty of argon atoms (I/cm ) 
number density of electrons 
number density of potassium atoms 
number density of potassium atoms 
number density of sodium atoms 
number density of sodium atoms in ground state 
number of sodium atoms in first excited electronic state 
number of atoms in ground state. 
number of atoms in excited electronic state 
net £lu..x of neutral atoms (l/[cmZacc) 
net £lux of electrons 
net £lux of ions 
optimum 
Prandtl number 
-1 -1 spectral absorption coefficient (cm atm ) 
impact parameter for two-body colllsions. pressure in 
atn'lospheres 
electron-argoncolliston cross section 
electron-potassium collision cross section 
electron-potassium collision cross section 
electron-sodium collision cr088 section 
electron-sodium atom collision cross section Lor excitation of 
first excited state of sodium 
Q * t 
1-0 
-11'1-
. electron-sodium atom collision cross section for de-excitatioo 
of the first excited state of oodium 
slowing down density 
conwctlve heat transfer ra.te 
4elect on total heat transfer rate due to electron passage through the 
l' worlt function barrier 
4-T.e. 
R
e xt 
Ri 
Ro 
R I 
ReL 
RO 
w 
~ w 
l' 
s 
T 
T a 
total rate of generation of thermal energy in center electrode 
due to Joule heating 
total rate 01 heat loss from center electrode due to thermal 
conduction along the electrode 
total rate of heat transfer from center electrode due to 
radiation 
external resistance 
radius of inner electrode 
radius of outer electrode 
radtus of inner electrode 
Reynolds number based on electrode length 
spectral intensity of blackbody radiation 
average blackbody spectral intensity of sodium D line wldth 
radial distance 
radius of inner eleetrode 
radius of outer eleetrode 
sodium line reversal 
distance along particle path 
temperature 
tempe rature of argon atom s, temperature of neutral atoms 
electron temperature 
referenee temperature 
mean effective gas temperature (axially averaged) 
TSLR 
T'w 
· T 
w 
t 
T 
e-·a 
u 
v 
v g 
v 
e 
w 
z 
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sodium line reversal temperature 
mean center electrode temperature (axially averaged) 
eur£a.ce temperature 
temperature of inner electrode 
temperature of outer electrode 
gas ~emperature upstream of test section 
electronic excitation temperatul"e 
tempe rature increment 
time 
electron-atom equUibration time 
gas velocity. lethargy 
voltage 
cathode sheath potelltial 
externally applied electrode voltage 
potential drop across bulk of pla.sma. 
ionization potential 
cheat.It potential 
voltage increment 
potential difference between inner aKK~d outer electrodes 
mean electron velocity 
gas velocity 
teat particle velocity 
change in test particle velocity in direction of original 
velocity 
distance coordinate 
axial distance 
a 
r 
~ l 
!l 
K 
\! 
p 
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dimensionless parameter (non-equilibrium conduction theory) 
dimensionless parameter (non-equilibrium conduction theory. 
specialized meanings given in text) 
constant in equilibrium conductivity approxim ation 
large increment 
dimensionless energy e xchange parameter, small increment 
angle coordinate 
mean argon atom energy, mean neutral atom energy 
mean neutral a.tom energy at zero current density 
mean electron energy 
mean electron energy at zero current density 
m ean ion energy, ionization potential 
permi ttivity of free space 
emissivity of inner electrode 
emissivity of outer electrode 
energy deposited per unit time per unit volume by electron 
therm.alization 
special meanings gi ... ·en in text 
dimensionless temperature ratio 
thermal conductivity 
mean free path, wavelengt..':! 
net ~zutr~pDux of potassium atoms impinging on cathode 
(cm sec ) 
collision frequency. dimensionless volta.ge 
average decrease of the logarithm of the e lectron energy per 
collision. special tre anings given in text 
3. 14 159 • • • 
gas density 
a 
a C. E. 
a 
sp 
a 1exp 
a 
o 
,. 
,. 
a-e 
x 
o 
IJ! 
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dimensionless conductivity ratio. macroscopic crose section. 
summation symbol 
conductivity 
conductivity computed irom electl"on-neutral collisions 
conductivity computed £01' f1.1lly-lonized gas 
experimental value of the conductivity 
conductlvity at reference temperature To 
mean thermal conductivity of center electrode 
Fermi age. mean collision time. special meanings given in 
text 
,",:-l.ean electron-electl"on equUtbl"ation time 
viscous diseipatlon function 
electrical potential. work function 
efiective work function potential 
ionization potential 
sheatll potentlal 
potential dU'ference 
di.mensionle\!ls current density pal"ameter 
coUision de£1$ction angle in center of mass cool"dinates 
special meanings given in text 
dimensionless resl\!ltance l"atio 
radian frequency 
gradient operator 
divergence operatOl" 
Laplacian operator 
APPE NDIX B 
Valtage-Current Characteristics Determ.iJled by 
EquUibriwn ConductiVity 
This section describes an analyciG performed by ProfelSoJ' 
E. E. Zukol!ki in conjunction with the interprstion of the experlmental 
results described herein. As the detaUs of this analytlcal work have 
not been published elsewhere, they are being presented here for com-
pleteness. 
Three different channel geometries were considered in these 
calculations: coaxial and aJdal geometries similar to those utUized in 
the experimenta, and 8. conventional rectangular geometry. The most 
difficult case is the coaJdal one, and it will be treated firat. 
The basic equations which are needed are the followiXlg: 
eurn equation 
puc dT J7-pdx*cr 
current continuity 
J 1r 1 .= j1' 
1'2 
V ,. f 
1'1 
Jdl' 
{1 
• 
• 
(b-l) 
(b-3) 
where the subscripts (ll and (2) refer to the inner and outer radii of 
the teat section. respl3ctlv.uy. 
A group of non-dimensional parameter,. is then introduced: 
l' '" x/L. ~ '" r/r}, fJ It T/To' 2::10 a/co' (b-4) 
where the temperature T = Ta. = Te as assumed by the equUibriwn 
conduction theory. In addition. the voltage and current density are 
normalilled in the following manner. 
J 1 
• 
• 
Thus, the energy equation can be written in the form 
ae/Oor = j2'L:eZ • 
whUe Obmts law becomes 
ez 
v=Jicdi 
1 
Comblnlng Eqs. b-7 and b.a yields 
e 2 .!. 
J (1 ee)' \J "1 rtr.r dg. 
(1)-5) 
(b-6) 
(b-7) 
(b-a) 
(b-9) 
The conductivity Is then assumed to be given by the relation 
'\' r(e - 1) , 
L, = e 
(b·IO) 
where r is a constant and e. T/To. Inspection of conductivity 
values computed from the equUlbrlum theory indicates that Eq. b-IO is 
accurate to within 10 pel' cent over a temperature range sUghtly greater 
than SOO°K. 
Logarithmically differentiating Eq. b-IO and substituting from 
Eq. b·7 gives 
r ae 
1r.r (b-Ill 
-1Z3-
Integrating b-l1 from 0 to 'I' and utUlzlng the boundary condition 
[('I' ,,0) '" 1 results in the expression 
F or convenience, the following definition is made: 
{3('I') !I r J 0('1')2 d,. • 
o 
(b-l3) 
Combining Eqs. 0-11 and b-ll and substituting into b-9 produces a 
relation bet\veen 'J and J3 . 
(b-14) 
Carrying out the integration In b-141Uld realizing th&t 'J, which Is 
directly proportiOillal to the externally applied voltage. may be con-
sidered & prescribed constant, results In the following differential 
equation for (3 ; 
[ 
S +13 ] 2 * tn (A j3 ) .. 4'JZr • 
Integrating b-1 5 from ,. .. 0 to gives: 
2 4I"'J 'I' .. 
(b-15) 
(b-16) 
where the Um!t on I'l 18 chosen so aa to make ,. equal unity once r 
and v a.re given. The Integruln b-16 can be evaluated in terms of an 
infinite series 
2 2 [E~OO_1/ (. 2 2] 
4l''J ,. :: (s l -1) F e +f3 ~ - F ( S l -1 5 • (b-17) 
where the function F(x} has the form 
1 Z Z 1 1 1 F(x} .. - (x+l}f,n (x+l) - ,an x+Z(l - 4X +-:-z+ -:-;-'! + ••• )} (b-18) 
x 9x 16x 
for x > 1 , and 
Z Z 3 
F(x; = ! [(x+l)-t.nZ(x+l) + ¥ - ZxZ(l - ~ +;. - To + ••• )] (b-19) 
forx<l. 
The solul;1cm to Eq. b-17 Is found by plotting the right hand side 
for various values of 1'. Then, by £lxlng r, setting T '" 1 , and 
picking a value of p, it is poulble to solve for '). With v detel'-
mined, Eq. b-17 Is then used to find 0 as a function of T for 0 < T < 1 • 
From the original deflnltion of 13 (Eq. b-13) and Eq. b-14 for 
v , it fonows that 
, (b-ZO) 
and thus 
[ G 2 + 13] tn f + p 
j :II: Zv (b";ZI) 
Since 13 is a functlcm of '!' according to b-17, it ia seen that j is also 
a function of T and may be determined in a closed form once v Is 
stipulated. After computing jeT) from Eq. b-Zl, it ts numerically , 
integrated with res~ct to T, and this yields a quantity directly pro-
portional to the test section current. By reversing the normalizing 
1 
procedure, J j d'l' and \! give the desired current a2ld voltage values, 
o ' 
respectively. The results of these computations are shown in Fig. 43, 
plotted as a function of the non-dlmenelonal quantltles v and i. where 
V B V (b-ZZ) 
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and 
i '" 
I 
In E qs. b-2Z and b-Z3. the quantity Ro is given by 
_, t n(rZ/r1) 
Ro = twLd 
o 
(b-23) 
(b-Z4) 
It can readily be shown that v and 
the relations 
are related to v and 1 by 
v = I 
[(ezZ-1}(.n ~}z 'J 
The salution of the axial cue lsstralghtforward. Nem-dimen-
sional quantities are introduced at! before. except that Ro '" (L/a oA) in 
this c:afJe. Integration of the equations in closed form is pouible here 
with the following results: 
Z tn(l+ri ) 
V , = r 
i 
(b-Z7) 
and 
(b-28) 
The pal'am eter ~I Is a m eaeu1'e of the total electrlc:al power added to 
the gas as It pass e s through the test section. Equation b-Z7 pl'edicts a 
maximum value of vm '" o. 8/>/f' at 1 '" Z/-vr: with a cOl'reaponding 
value of ;:' '" 1.6/T'. F igure 44 s hows a plot of Eqs. 6-Z7 and b-ZS for 
r = 10. It is ' s een that v ::: o. 25 and the l'elated value of .'.' is O. 16 • 
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This indicates that the voltage - current characteristic .. highly llon-
linear. even with relatively small a.mounts of power addition. 
Although no experiments were carried out with a rectangular 
geometry. this case Wa$ aleo treated in the above analysls. Aa with 
the ax:I.al case, the required integrations were easUy carried througb to 
give the results 
i=~KtnE It). 
v 1 _ rv 
(b-Z9) 
aCT) .. 1 +? tn ( 1 z) • 
1 • r-rv 
(b-31) 
The notation h the slime as that used in the previous cases, except 
that Ito 55 hI" oAe • where h is the distance between electrodes and 
Ae is the electrode uea. 
Inspection of Eq. b-29 indicates that a maximum value 01. the 
voltage ie reached. even though i becomes indefinitely large. Figure 
45 showe the behavior 01. the voltage-current cluu-acteristic for the 
case r::ll 10. There it 1s eeen that v 1s within 90 per cent 01. its ma."'<-
imum value when ~K :; O. 16. Once again. a strOlllg llon-linearity 18 
evidenced at relatively small power additions. 
In the preceding analyeis the effect of cool gas boundary layers 
on the electrode surfaces has been entlrely neglected. Beca.use of the 
strong variation of the conductivity with temperature predicted by the 
equUibrlum model of current conduction. the boundary layers might be 
expected to produce a marked Influence on the voltage-current 
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characteristics predicted by this model. 
As in most boundary layer analyses, a solution could be ob-
tained only by making some rather drastic simplifications. At the 
entrance to the electrode section (coaxial geometry) the conductivity 
was given an initial stepwhe variation in the radial direction, while the 
initial radial temperature distribution was taken to be a constant value. 
The assumption of such inlet conditions is permissible in view of the 
small change in the conductivity. Thus, Eq. b-12 was modified to read 
'T 
ifDf"~F = Lo(e) +!z J 0('1'»2 d'l' • 
e 0 
(b-33) 
The method of solution then proceeded in a manner completely analogous 
to that shown above. Substitution of the appropriate numerical quanti-
ties from a typical run produced a V-I curve which differed very little 
from the curve computed without the boundary layer eHect. The two 
aforementioned curves were normalized to give the same total gas re-
sietance at zero current. A more marked curvature at low currents 
and a decrease in the asymptotic voltage of about 15 per cent were the 
chief diHerences between the b oundary layer example and the original 
curve. 
Qualitatively, it m ay be seen that since the local Joule heating 
is inversely proportional to the local conductivity, the current tends to 
make the conductivity distribution more uniform. Thus, the eHect of 
the cold boundary layer is rapidly reduced as the current 18 increased. 
As previously mentioned, in the section dililcusllltng heat transfer, 
the quantity 'rg was computed by mean! of the methods described in 
this Appendix. This was done simply by computing the variation of the 
current density with axlal posltion from Eq. b-,n. SubstUution of 
j('!") into b-1Z providelll the variation of conductivity with z. and this 
information along with Eq. b-10 gives the desired free stream tem-
perature variation with distance down the test section. A simple. 
linear. average value of this temperature variation then yields the 
desired value of T' . g 
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APPENDIX C 
Interpretation of the Sodium Line Reversal 
Temperature Measurements 
1£ a plasma is i.n thermodynamic equilibrium. the principle of 
cquipartition of energy applies. The relative degr.ee of population of 
the various electronic levels of the atoms Is then given by 
'" '" e-E· IkT'" 
nIno = g Igo (c-l) 
• where T = Ta. In equilibrium. Ta ill the mean translational energy 
of the atoms. ions. and electrons. which are all equal. 
If a sodium Une reversal (SLR) temperature measurement is 
'" taken under the above conditions. the result wW be T SLR '" T .. T a • 
Under non-equilibrium conditions. the SLR measurement will stUI yield 
. ... 
the effective excitation or population temperature T associated with 
the sodium D lines (). .. 5890. 5896 R. E"" = 2. 1 eV). However. tl:.ere 
... 
may be a large difference between T a and T . 
The problem to be considered here is one of quasi-equUibrium. 
A spatially uniform. steady:'state condition prevaUs in which the elec-
tron component of the plasma has a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity db-
tribution characterized by a temperature T . The ions and atoms 
e 
have simllar distributions characterized by temperature Til.. This is 
the situation that prevails locally. in the alorementioned current con-
duction experiments. according to the non-equUibrium theory. 
Under strict equUibrium conditions. the principle of micro-
scopic reversibility appUes(19). Briefly. this principle states that the 
rate of population of a given quantum .tate by a particular process mud 
be exactly balanced by the rate of depopulation of the state by the 
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reve rse of that particular process . V, hen tins p rinciple applies, the 
rate of decay of the numbe r of excited states by photon emission i s just 
equal t o the rate of production of the same excited state by photon ab-
sorption. SimUarly, the rate of production of the excited state by in -
elastic electron-atom. collisions i s equal to the rate of de-excitation by 
super-elas tic electron c ollisions. In orde r to equate these last two 
rates for the conditions of the aforementioned expe rim ents, it becom es 
necessary to evaluate the competing mechani s m s both for excitation and 
decay. 
Since the mean lifeti me of the first e xcited state of sodium i s 
- 8 
only 1. 6 ~ 10 sec , it is readily seen that phot on emission m ay be t he 
dominant decay mechani sm. This would be the case for a very tl1in 
layel' of gas. However, the radiation resulting 'from the photon de -
excitation has just the right frequency to be absorbed readily by a 
ne i ghboring sodiu''n atom, If there a re a sufficient number of unexcited 
sodi um atoms present, tl1is "resonance radiation" from the D lines will 
be effectively confined. 'rhus, in the central regions of the plasm a, 
there wUl be effectivel y no net rate of decay of this excited state by 
photon emis sion. 
An estimate of the trapping of the resonance radiation may be ob-
tained from computed values of the integratod absorption coefficient. 
F ollowing p enne r(20), it can be shown that 
d 
, (c - 2) d(px} 
where L!>.VJ impUes integration ove r the absorption line width . Since 
onl y an estim ate of the radiation attenuation is desired, it is per m issibl e 
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to write 
d (;o)A CItPXJ I!) II' 
- r 
= R O . P dw 
w J w (c-3) 
Au; 
where R O is the value of the spectral lntensity at the Ilne center and 
~g 
r P wdw is the Integrated absorption coefficient. Kw 
From Eq. c-3 it follows that 
_ - ) IpwdUJs (px) 
R O = Const e (t.". (c-4) 
u; 
and the characte ristic attenuation length is 
L '" = Au; 
p f Pu;dw 
A ll] 
(c-5) 
Pennel' has derived an expres.ion for f P dw in terms of fundamental &w w 
constants and an experimentally determined parameter known as the 
o.cillator strength (f) • 
r P d w .. 
<I w 
Au; 
Thus 
Aw 
(c -6) 
(c-7) 
where ~a Is essentially the total number of sodium atoms pel' unit 
volum e (a.pproximately 2 x 1015 cm31 ; the degree of excitation belng 
very small for the conditions of the e).'Periments reported here. The 
effective line width is taken to be O. 1 angstr oms as a conservative es-
tim ate. Thie value is quoted by Bundy and Strong as belng applicable to 
"most names at atmospheric pressure. ,,(ll) Actually. the line width 
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will be somewhat wider than this, owing to the effects of pressure and 
Starl< broadeninG. The electric fields produced by the ions and elec-
trons account for the presence of the Stark effect. 
Taking the oscillator strength to be 0.33 , Eq. c-7 gives 
:(t ~ - 3 L = 0. 5 x 10 cm.. This indicates that radiative equilibrium exists in 
the inner portion of the plasma. 
It nov:r becomes necessary to compare the competing mechanisms 
for excitation and de- excitation. For excitation, there exists the fol-
lowing possibUities: 
Nil. + e ... ~ Na + e 
Na+A 
oj! 
... Na +A 
* . 
(e-8) 
Na + K 
'"' 
Na + I-{ 
.) 
Na + Nil. ... Na + Na 
. + + + Because of the relatively small quantities of Na , K , and A , the 
production due to inelastic collisions with these species will be negli-
glble. A simU3.l.· situation holds for the de -excitation process, which 
is the inverse of the processes considered in Eq. c-8. 
UnfortlUlately, the data on the cross sections for the forward 
and reverse reactions indicated in c - S are not very extensive. Massey 
and Burhop(l3) present a plot of excitation croes section for electron-
sodium inelastic collisions which gives a C.l value on the order of 
-1 6 2 5 x 10 em . F rom data concerning the quenching of resonance l·adi-
. + 
atien by argon atoms, it is seen that the (Nil. + A ... Na + A) reaction 
in either direction will have a cross section much less than 10- 16 
cm
2
• (13) Based 011 statistical balancing, a definite relationship is 
found to exist between the cross sectio1ls for the forward and reverse 
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reactions. This will be demonstra.ted shortly. 
No data. seem to be available for the sodhun-aodlum collisions. 
-zo Z However, the hellum-helium excitation eolllsion has a Q .. 5 x 10 cm 
at the energies present in these experiments. On Wa basia, the sodium-
sodium reactions will be neglected. 
Such analogous reasoning ia, of course, very doubtful, especial-
ly in comparing hellum collision data with simUar alkali metal date.. In 
the absence of the required information, some analogous reasoning pro-
cedure is the only courae of action avaUable. Again, no data is present 
for .odium-potassium excitation collislow!. But with hydrogen atoms 
exciting hellum atoms, no appreciable effect was noticed untU an energy 
level of apprOximately 10 keY was reached. Thu., the sodium-potas-
sium mechanism will also be neglectecl. 
From the above consideraUons, the electron-sodium coillalons 
emerge as the dominant procelilses for exciting and de-exciting the so-
dium in those regions of the plasma where the resonance radiation is 
essentially trapped. Thus, in what follows, the super-elastic collision 
de-excitation ra.te will be equated to the i.Qelastic collision excitation 
rate. 
From Ref. 5, the number of collisions between two eluses of 
particles occurring per unit time and per unit volume of configuration 
space, is given by 
Ii b Z a- f J I r' ...... ... ... 3 3 . J fa (1'. v. t) 't, (1'. V, t) spdpd~d Vb d va (c-9) 
The integration over p and c m ay be carried out to give 
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f J pdpdc = J J O(x)einXd Xdl: = Gab (c-IO) 
x I~ 
For the problem at hand, only electrons (particles denoted by "all) 
having energies greater than E } (2. 1 eY) can V1'oduce an excitation 
collision. 'rhe velocity of these electrons ~s very much higher than the 
mean velocity of the sodium atoms as the latter's mean energy is 
l'oughly O. 2 aV, and the n"lass ratio m 1m.. is on the .order of 
e ~Dfa 
1/40, 000. As a reeult, t he sodium atoms may be coneidered essen-
t ially stationary wi.th a distribution function (lib" corresponds to the so-
dium atom) 
(c- 11 ) 
where .... 6(vb } is the Dirac del ta function. 
With vb'" 0 the expression f01' V'" I;; a - Vb I .'educes to 
V = I v I = ., '2". 1m • Since V is now independent of the Vb inte-
I a V a a 
gratton, there results 
F inally, the integration over the applicable portion of the 
(c- 12) 
... 
v 
a 
vel ocity sp=e v e
2 
> 2El/me can be transfol'med into an enel' S'Y inte-
gral if th<:: £(1', V , t) distribution is isoh 'opic in velocity space: 
, e 00 JS 
ITJ ~ r 2.e Q u b i (r, va, t)l v I d""Y = J Q bn iE ~ ) ~de t.,; - a a a n.- a e m e (c - 13 ) 
2 l EI €e= :;E l v ~ __ 
a n l 
a 
Combining c - 10, c - 12, and c - 13 yields 
(c-14) 
By inserting the appropl'iate eros. sections in Eq. c-15. the rates of 
excitation and de-excitation are found to be respectively: 
Ja>. -. rz;::: nO" l '" n (o)na 00-1 f( ce ) V ~ dee Na e I: sEl e 
and 
roo. ~ rz;:: .. 11: (*).n 0 1 0 i(€: ) V ~ dE: • Na · e . ... e m e 
€ =0 e 
e 
Equating Eqa. c-15 and c-16 IUId recalling c-l yields 
n (*) Na. 
n (0) Na 
= ~=---------~~~------r . ~~ J ° 1 ... 0£(ce ) Vrr!- d€e 
o e 
(e-15) 
(c -16) 
(c-17) 
As previously discussed, the electron distribution function may be con-
sldered to be Mal.."Well:l.an 
• 
(c-lS) 
and then the integral in c-15 can be rea.rranged so as to put c-17 in the 
iorm 
11 (*) Na 
n Na(o) -(ce/kT ) 
e e d I: e (c-19) 
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• Under condltions of thermodynamic equilibrium, Te" Ta. T , and it 
Is seen from Eq. c-l that the ratio of the integrals in c-16 is simply 
• g / go for any value of T a' This indlcates a speclfic relationship be-
tween the excitation and de-excitation cross sections. Since the atoms 
are considered essentially stationary in the above analysts, It is ap-
parent that the ratio of the integrals will be g * / go for any value of 
T ' in c1i rect analogy with the thermodynamic situation m entioned ab ove 
e 
in which Ta ie arbitrary. 
Thus, it m ay be concluded that to the degree of validity of the 
previous assumptions 
- (E; /kT*) 
e (c-20) 
• and thus Te = T • This means that the SLR temperature measlU'e-
ments performed in the experimental tests shc:ruld be equal to the elec-
tron temperatlU'e. Tlis would be the case for a plasma having a spa-
tially uniform ele ctron temperatlU'e. 
Tlus result is not surpriSing in view of U,e arguments made 
earlier that l ead to the result that electron-atom encounters dominated 
the processes of excitation and de-excitation. Equation c-19 expresees 
this fact in a mather.aatical form and also dem onstrates the fact that the 
electron collision excitation process is related in a very deflnl.te, physi-
cal way to the reve rse process of de-excitation. 
In the actual lnterpretationof SLR temperatures, some additional 
factors must be considered. As shown by Bundy and Strong(2l). the 
SL R meaSlU'ement only gives an average temperatlU'e value when the 
measurement is being m.ade through a m edla in which there are spatial 
temperature variations. This averaging process Is, unfortunately, not 
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in a linear £ashi.OIl. The portions Qf the gas nearer the spectroscope 
are weighted more heavUy. Thus the SLR temperatures experiment-
ally obtaln(ld are modified by the existence of cool boundary layers 
whlch surround the hotter regions of the plasma. However. in view of 
the comparatively small thickness of the boundary layers. these afore-
mentioned effects were neglected in the interpretatlon of the SLR data. 
Another factol" which must be considered in ascertaining proper 
meaning of SLR measurements 1s the effect of foreign gas(ls in the 
plasma. As evidenced in Fig. zz. the effect of adding nitrogen was an 
increase in the effective excitation tempera.ture associated with the 
sodium D lines. 
SimUar phenomena have been noted by other investigatol"s. and 
such processes a.re often refel"red to as "sensitized fluorescence". (ZZ) 
The proposed mechanism for the experiments described here 
consists of the following sequence. Electron-nitrogen inelastic colli-
sions produce excited nitrogen atoms. Before these nitrogen atoms 
de-excite by photon emission, they coillde with a sodium atom in the 
ground state and transfer the electronic excitation to the sodium atom. 
The eJ:cess energy dlffel'ence between the two excited states then ap-
pears as kinetic energy of the recoUing atoms. As a result of the 
transfer of e:tcitatlon to the sodium. the population of the electronic 
level which i s related to the sodium D lines is enhanced above the value 
determined in t..."le absence of nitrogen. This increase in population ap-
pears as a higher SLR temperature measurement... 
A study of the quantum-mechanlcal resonance effects associated 
with the sensltl2led fluorescence indicates that the pouibUity of such 
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events occurring is greatly enhanced if the energy level of the initially 
excited atom is sUghtly above but u close as possible to the energy 
level of the atom receiving the excitation. In the case of nitrogen and 
sodium. the two pertinent energy levels lie at Z.3 and Z. 1 eV. respec-
tively. However. in the ca.se of heliUm, the first excited state is at 
19. 6 e V. Thus. a strong effect is expected in the case of nitrogen, and 
a much weaker effect with hellum. Inspection of Figs. ZZ and 23 COlD-
firms thls anticipated result. 
The enchance:ment of the population of the sodlum resonance 
state increases with increasing nitrogen concentration. However. the 
addition of the nitrogen cools the gas.and eventually the decreasing tem-
perature becomes the predominant effect and the effective excitation 
tempera.ture of the sodium reaches a maximum and then begins to de-
crease. This is in accordance with the experimental results shown in 
Fig. ZZ. 
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APPENDIX D 
Electron Thermallzatlon Processes 
In a discussion of the tranaltlon phenomena. a."ld the current 
limited mode of current conduction, reference was made to the process 
of thermalizlng the electrons which had been accelerated by the cathode 
sheath potential. During the later stages of the transition process, and 
while operating in the current limited mode, the cathode sheath poten-
tial was much larger than kTw • Thus, the electrons maybe treated 
as though they all posseued the same velocity at the outer edge of the 
shea.th. When the electrons enter the plasma. they colllde with both 
charged and neutral particles. A complete and correct solution to the 
problem would consist. of solving the simultaneous Boltzmann equations 
for all the species present in the pluma.. As in ordinary gas dynamic 
problems, the chief dl£flculty arises In treating the collision terms. In 
order to gain some insight into the thermallzatlon phenomena without 
attempting a general solution of the complete equations, two hypotheti-
cal casell will be coneidered. 
In the first case, the electrons will be assumed to collide only 
with neutral atOfnS. Electron-electron and electron-ion interactions 
will be presumed non-existent. In the second caSe, the electrons will 
be considered to interact only with other charged particles. Admitted-
ly, the results of these two cases cannot be simply superimposed with 
the hope of obtaining a description of the actual lIituatiOn. 
Electron-Neutral Collisions 
The ca.!le of electron-neutral Interactions can be treated by the 
Fermi Age method, which has proved so useful in the study of nsutl'oo 
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therlnalization (12). As shown in Ref. 12, the Fermi Age model is a 
first approximation to the Boltzmann equation if the s lowing down of tl1e 
energetic particles may be considered as a continuous process. This 
me2lls that the ene rgy 1089 pel' c ollision must be sn'1all compared to the 
initial energy of the incident particl e . titl~ electron- atom elastic col-
lisions, this is indeed the case because of the relative masses of the 
two particles (see Eq. 13 in the te,rt). 
The neutron ti.crmalization problem i s given in terms of tlw 
following equation: 
(d- I) 
-where q(r, ,.) is the "slowing clown density" and equals th e i~w:nber of 
electrons slowing davID past a given value of l e thar &'Y (energy) per unit 
tilnO per unit v olume in the region around -r • l'he quantity T is re -
>'e :1'1'0<1 to as the U:Fe 1'mi Age", 
u 
r ~rF T = J du , 
, ~ t u 
o 
and the l etl,arb'Y u i s defined by 
" 
u = 
(d-2) 
(d- 3) 
~i be ing the initial energy of the electrons at the sheath edge. 
The apprOpriate solution of. Eq. 
, ' 
of high velocity electxons is given by 
2 
qo e - r / 4 '1' 
q( r , u) = "4ir T (u) 
d-I for an infinite line source 
, (d- 4) 
where qo i s the e lectron £lux per unit length 01 source line. In order 
to utilize Eq. d - 4, i t is necessa ry to ne glect the finite radius of tl,e 
center electrode. A solution to Eq. d-l could be found for 1'1 oJ. 0 and 
would be found by performing the Laplace inversion shown below. 
c+joo 
1 r '10 
q(r, u) = "ZiT .J 2"$ 
c-joo 
KO(rVa)e'rsds 
i K (r-ys)rdr 
., 0 
Here, Ko lethe modified Bessel function of. the second kind of. zero 
order. The effort required to carry out the procedures indicated in 
this last equation is not warranted in view of the drastic assumptions 
previously made. Hence, the simpler situation given by Eq. d-4 will 
su.££ice. 
The number of collisions su.££ered by an electron in slowing 
down through tho lethargy interval du is simply dU/S. It follows that 
the rate of. energy loss per unit volume per u..'lit time resulting from 
electrons slowing down through the interval du is then 
- du de .. '1(r, u) T (O'F.) , 
whe re the mean enel'gy loss per collision is given by 
(d-6) 
Combining E'1s. d-5 and d-6 and integrating over the entire range of 
lethargy values yields the rate of energy deposited per unit volume due 
to electron thermaliza.tion: 
u 
max 
,; = f q (r,ul ~ (e<?e)e-udu 
u=O 
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Substituting for q(r, u) from d- 4 and assuming (3 '" D/sL is constant 
and th.u u - co yields max 
E! = 
co 2 J e -(r ~4jPrFe -udu • (d-8) 
o 
(23) 
The integral may be approxima.ted by the method of steepest descent 
for r 2 /4.fl« 1 , giving the result 
(d-9) 
where J '" q Ie and the approximation g.,. ( l-a)1Z has been used. L 0 
If Eq. d- 9 i s integrated over the entire volu-'De, the result should equal 
the rate at which the line liIource is delivering energy to the system, 
i. e .. J 1.. (;, s . But integration of ~ gives 
co 
r Th " 2trre dr = -;;- J L <!os ::: 0. 923 JL <l>s (d- IO) 
o 
The discrepancy is due to the approximation m ade in the steepest de-
scent integration. If the proper "norm alizing factor" is put in the ex-
pression for f. • Eq. d - 9 then reads 
• JL<l>s e·rO/~1 
€ = ~ , (d -ll ) 
which has previOUsly been given as Eq. 55 in the discussion of results. 
Electron-Eleetron and Eleetron-Ion C olliSions 
The potential associated with charged particle interaction is tlle 
Coulomb potential. Because of the long range of these electrostatic 
forces. the effect of multiple "distant encounters" outweighs the much 
rarer event in which the eleetrons' velocity veetor is greatly changed. 
Spitzer(6} considers the ease of a large number of test partide. 
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(electrons in thi s case) suffering encounters with field particles . The 
average rate at w hich tes~ particle" are slowed down b y interactions 
with the field particles is computed under the assumption of a Max-
wellian velocity dis tribution of the field particles , and is referred to 
as a diffusion coefficient or "coefficient of dynamical friction . n 
<L\w ll > = - AaEO!:D~11FE1 + =:) d~D;;i;: )i} (el- 12l 
where 
A~ '" 817e 4, tn ~ / m 2 
.... ' e 
and 
G(x) = 
2 
-p 
x 2 
J -g d e dg - x dX 
o 
with 
x 2 J e -g dg 
o 
(d - 13 ) 
(<i - IS) 
The subUc~Dipt (l) re~ers to the field particles (electrons and ions). In 
the case of Jt being large, i . e ., f~" l w 2 /2 » kT 1 ' or equivalently, 
e epe» kT} , then ,/G(x) '" 1/2'1,2 ·, and hence 
. m 
1 ~ e) <t.w ll > = A., -::-z 1+-L· 2w r:n 1 
For a typical teat particle , one ca., write 
d (w 11) 
Cit 
dW 11 
Cl"S 
where s is in the initial dil"ectioll of w. 
IntegratinG. Eq. d - 17 , 
4 4 
w ll 
2 
In VI 
+ e) + 0 
,.'1 1 -Z-
(c1-16) 
(d-1 7 ) 
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where w 0 is the initial electron velocity at s = 0 . ' To find an effec-
tive slowing down distance for the electrons, w 11 is arbitrarily set 
equal to O. 1 w , and there results 
o 4 
Thus, 
w 
o (d- 18) 
An is independent of whether ro l is taken as me or rna. 
* 9 is different by approximately a factor of two if the field 
particles are considered all ions or all electrons . The larger value of 
* 0 s was computed based on T 1 '" 2000 K and ~/na '" . 004. With 
:0 
<1>8 = 10 volts and o. I eV , the respective values of s are 0.6 cm and 
3 x 10-4 em. Tlis last value was based on the limiting value of 
<.c.w ll > for low velocities , and it was also assumed that e d,s = kTl • 
Flow System 
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A PPENDIX E 
Description of the Apparatus 
Photographs of the experimental equipment are shown in Figs. 
46 and 47. In Fig. 48, a schematic diagra..-n i n cluding all essential 
components is presented. 
Electrical p ower to the arc jet was s uppUed from a convention al 
motor-generator unit rem otely located. This m - g set supplied a p -
proximately 135 volts DC at power levels varying f rom 3 to 7 ldlo-
watts. Large, uncooled ballast r e aistors were utilized in controlling 
the arc current . The arc jet was operated with both the copper anode 
and cathode water cooled and was vortex-stabilized by tangential injec-
tion of the argon through sonic orifices. It was experimentally deter-
mined tbat the arc ran more efficiently and stably with the arc e lectrons 
flowing in a direction opposite to the argon flow. 
A small flow rate of argon was bubbled through a bath of lI.quid 
p otassium , and thus a lQlown am ount of potassium vapor was entrained 
depending upon the bath temperature. This secondary argon-potassium 
flow was then mixed with the m ain, heated argon stream. The entire 
flow then passed through a stainless steel mixillg chamber (. 37" I. D. )( 
6" long) ill which equilibration processes pl"oduced a more or less 
uniform, homogeneous fluid. F inally , the resulting "seeded plasma" 
passed through an appropriate test section. Sketches of the test sec-
tions have previously been shown in F igs. 2, 3, and 4 . 
Aftel" the plasma emerged from the test section, it was drawn 
into an exllau3t tube of 2" I. D. This exhaust s ystem was cOmlected to 
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a general exhaust system for the buUding, which served to remove the 
waste gases fl.·om the internal combustion engine laboratory. At a dis-
tance of approximately O~ I downetream from the e ::haust tube entrance, 
a fine water spray was introduced into the stream. DK~·his water served 
both to react with the potassium in the gas stream and also to cool the 
gas and thus provide for more efficient removal of the exhaust products. 
Wilh all components of this system working properly, no noticeable 
amounts of potassiunl were de tected in the atmosphere around the test 
area. 
A special argon heating system was i.,.stalled for use with the 
conductivity m axima experiments. The total secondary argon flow 
which ordinarily passed through the potasoium pot was divided into two 
parts , as shovlO 1n Fig. 48. Depending upon the a m ount of seeding ma-
terial desired, a given flow rate of argon bubbled through the liquid 
potassium bath. The remainder of the argon was passed through a 
separate heatinG coil which was maintained at the same temperature as 
the potassilm pot. This procedure resulted in a fixed value of the sec-
ondary argon flow rate independent of the seed concentration. Thus, a 
constant plasma tempe rature at the mixer exit was obtained. A simple 
calculatiOn indicated that the amount of energy per unit volume associ-
ated with ionization of the seed atoms was negligible in comparison 
with the ordinary thermal energy of the argon atoms . Hence, the pro-
cedure described above does indeed produce a uniform temperature 
independent of t.'le seed concentration. 
Two different potassium containers were employed 1n this fa-
cility. The smaller pot was approximately 2" 1. D. by U~" in length. 
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A maximum depth oi P~ inches of liquid potassium was utilized in this 
pot. The stay time of the argon in passing through this container was 
O. 3 seconds under typic al operating conditions. It was assumed that 
this stay time was sufficiently long to insure that the argon leaving the 
pot was completely saturated with the equiUbrium potassium concentra-
tion. 
A considerably larger pot of 4" I. D. by 16" length was also 
utUized. Thi s increased size resulted in a s tay time of 2.. 0 seconds. 
The e-.:perimentai results obtained when this larger container was in-
stalled did not differ appreciabl y from the reeults obtained with the 
smaller pot. In addition. Mr. E . G. C-ibeon oi the California Institute 
oi Technology performed some simple experiments des igned-to directly 
measure the seed concentration of the flow passing through the potas -
sium pot. 'l'he results of these experiments iildicated that the Ineasured 
seed concentration was within 90 per cent oi tile predicted value. Thus. 
both of the aforementioned observations supported the assll.<nption of 
vapor equilibrium in the potassium pot. 
The section oi tubing from the potassium pot to the injection 
manifold was heated to a sufficiently high temperature to p r event con-
densation of the potassium out of the argon stream. Heating of the in-
jection manifold· which surrounded the mixing tube was accomplished by 
heat tranefer from the main heated argon flow. As the injection mani-
fold was ueually operated with a vis ible glow. little evidence of potas-
sium condensation was observed in this section. The walls of the 
m ixing chamber were air cooled to permit them to achieve a sufficiently 
h igh running tempera.ture . Thermocouples wolded on the outer side of 
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o the mixing tube indicated a temperature between 7 00 - 1000 C. In 
view of the above considerations , actual seed concentration of the gas 
in the test section should be quite accurately computed from the seed 
concentra.tion at the exit of the potassium pot. 
An experimental indication of potassium condensation in vari-
ous parts of the apparatus was obtained by suddenly terminating flow 
through the potassium pot and simultaneously observing the rate of in-
crease of the test section voltage as it approached the 0l'cn circuit 
value . With the system properly operating, the test section became 
essentially non- conducting in a matter of a few seconds . Tits fast 
r e sponse indicated a very "clean" system, i. e ., one i n whi ch very Uttle 
potassium wa.s condensed. 
Instrumentation 
A direct-curl'ent, panel- type volt meter (Simpson model 29) 
was employed to measure the voltage across the arc jet. The arc cur-
rent was measured by means of a serles shunt (150 a mps - 50 my) and 
indicated on a suitable DC m illivolt meter (Simpson model 29). 
Eight iron- conatantan thermocouples, connected in se riea, were 
utiUze d to measure the temperature rise of tlle arc jet cooling water. 
The flow rate of the cooling water wae indicated by a conventional flow-
rator (Fischer and Porter se ries lOA 2700). A £lowrator of this same 
type wa s also used to measure the prin~ary argon flow to the arc jet. 
These meters consisted of a rotating metal float \vithin a tapered tube. 
The secondary argon flows were measured by a floating ball type rota-
meter (Fischer and P orter "Tri- F l at" series). Ar gon pressure up-
stream of the flowrators was determined by a Bourdon-type pressure 
.155. 
gauge (Ashcroft model 7234). The £lowrators were calibrated by m eas-
uring the time required to displace a known volume of water. 
P ower to the potassium hea1Sng tapes ("Brlskeat" type) was con-
trolled by an automatic temperature regulator (Brown Instruments 
"Pyr-O-Vane"J. A Cona.x thermocouple with an ungrounded junction 
and stainless steel sheath was immersed in the liquid potassium. This 
thermocouple actuated the temperature regulator. 
A millivolt recorder (Varian Associates G-IlA) was utUized, in 
conjunction vnth the external attenuator circuits and a Minneapolis-
Honeywell thermoc ouple switch, to record the test section voltage and 
current and the various temperatures. The test section voltage and 
current wer e also monitored by DC panel meters (Simpson model 29). 
Thermocouple measurements were monitored by a direct-reading 
millivolt meter (Hewlett- Packard model 425A). 
The sodium line reversal apparatus utUized the following equip-
ment: two double convex lenses with a 20 cm focal length, a Gaertner 
474· AV spectroscope, and a tungsten fUament iamp (General Electric 
microscope illuminator 18AJ. A Superior type variac supplied the elec-
trical power to the la.mp, whUe a Simpson model 29 AC voltmeter 
measured the lamp voltage. All of the line reversal equipment was 
mounted on a specially designed and fabricated optical bench. This 
optical bench permitted rapid and precise adjustment of the optical sys -
tem in aU three directions. 
The temperature of the outer electrode of the test section was 
measured by means of a chromel-alumel thermocouple. Temperature 
meaElUrement of the inner electrode was accomplished by tneans of OJ. 
conventional optical pyrotneter (Leeds and Northrup model 8622-C). 
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